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The 1976 U. S. Olympic· eight oared cretv was filmed 
(16 mm, 70 FPS) rowing six trials each at s.troke rates of 37, 
39, and 41 st/min. Shell instantaneous velocity was calcu-
late& and plotted for positions throughout the stroke cycle 
and a cubic spli~e curve fit to these data points. Time 
and percentage of total time for leg drive, upper body drive, 
transition, hands and 'Upper body away,, seat movement, and 
blades to water phases of the stroke cycle were determined. 
In addition, actual stroke rate, boat average velocity, and 
curve amplitude were calculated for each trial. Data was 
ranked by stroke rate and average velocity and a correlation. 
matrix constructed to examine the relationships between 
variables. Minimum shell velocity occurred approximately 
2 7% into the leg drive phase and maximum velocity was. reached 
during the middle of the seat movement phase. Aver~ge shell 
velocity was found to be positively related to stroke rate 
(r = .66). Data analysis indicated that boat average 
velocity was increased by spending mor~ total time ~xerting 
force with the legs, and was related to a rapid acceleration 
of power during the drive phase and a decreased time for 
recovery. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM 
INTRODUCTION 
The task of preparing a crew for successful ·competi-
tion is an extremely arduous one. Coaches and oarsmen work 
endlessly in the hope that through meticulous preparation 
seconds and even fractions of a second can be cut from their 
time over ~he 2000, meter course. 
One important variable to be considered is stroke 
frequency-. Successful international crews have competed at 
raci~g rates as low as 37· strokes per minute, while 'other 
equally successful crews have rowed at rates as high ·as 41 
strokes per minute without a significant increase in speed 
over the course. Currently, the basis for deciding on a 
stroke rate is performance· ~gainst the stop watch .. in prac-
tice. Very little is actually known about the effect of 
cha~ges in stroke·rate on the velocity profile of the boat. 
It is-believe~ by many authorities that ·the. greater 
the amplitude of velocity changes of the boat duri~g the 
rowing stroke cycle, the less efficient i£ the stroke. 1 
1Bruce G. Grainger, "Technique," Oarsman, 3:39, Novem-
ber, 1971; see also Manfred Rulffs, "The Problem of Technique 
in Rowing," from Ratzeburg Rowing Academy Basic Level Rowing 
Clinic, October 9-1~, 1970, p. 57. 
1 
. '! ~ ' 
2 
This is -explained by the fact that th.e drag .on. a l>~<?at is pro-
portional to the square of its velocity. Therefore, if·the 
velocity doubles, water resistance.will quadruple. Also, 
according to Newton's second law, if boat velocity is allowed 
to decr~ase to a relatively low value, a greater amount of 
force will be required to accelerate the boat back to its 
average velocity. Theoretically then, a crew with any given 
work potential could row their boat at a higher average velo-
city if they c·ould decrease the amplitude of the velocity 
changes of the boat velocity/time curve. 
Little information can be found related to the 
mechanics of the stroke and their relation to movement of the 
t hoat through the water.. In fact, Pope stated that measure-
ments of force, time, velocity, acceleration, and other 
quantities related to the sport of rowing are few. This 
study is an attempt to exp~d the body of knowledge in this 
area. 
PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
,It was the purpose of this study to examine the 
effect of stroke rate changes on the velocity/time curves of 
a rowi.ng shell. More specifically, this study attempted to 
determine if stroke rates of 37, 39 and 41 str.okes per 
2
.n. L. Pope, "On the Dynamics of Men and Boa ts and 
Oars," Mechanics and Stort, ed. J. L. Bleustein (New York: 
The American Society o Mechanical Engineers, 1973), p. 116. 
3 
minute had differing effects on the velocity/time ~urves of 
a. rowing. shell. In addition, the relationships between 
phases of the stroke cycle and velocity of the boat were 
examined in this study. 
Scope of the Study 
The subject for this study was the 1976 United 
States Olympic eight oared crew. The crew was filmed duri~g 
a workout at their training site, on June 17, 1976, rowing 
six trials each at rates of 37, 39, and 41 strokes per minute. 
The rowing shell was filmed with a Bolex H 16 movie camera 
and the 16 mm film analyzed with a Vanguard Motion Analyzer. 
The instantaneous velocities of the boat were determined 
from positional and temporal data ob.tained from :·the film and 
plotted as velocity/time curves in order to examine the effect 
of stroke rate changes. 
LIMITATIONS 
It is recognized that the most mechanically effi-
cient rate of stroking will vary from crew to crew. Such 
f~ctors as rowing style, boat design, and mechanical rigging 
of the boat are certain to influence the efficiency of a 
stroke. Utilizing the same crew, with the rate of rowing 
. 
being the only variable changed, many of these variable~ can 
be controlled; however, it is realized that the ·results are 
therefoTe limited ~o the performance of one crew. 
Filming and analysis procedures also resulted in cer-
tain limitations. Placement of camera, line of travel of 
,-------------- --------------~--------- - ~--------
i_·,V 
- ---- - --- -
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' 4 
boat, calibration of camera, and extrac!ion of data from the 
·•, 
film all introduced some error into the ~inal calculatio~s. 
The extent of this error is discussed in Chapter 4. 
·~ 
STROKE DESCRIPTION 
The Stroke Cycle 
Before any definitions pertaining to the study can 
be made it is important to understand the complete rowing 
cycle. The initial reference point will be that point in the 
stroke in which the hands are over the knees, the legs are 
extended, and the upper body is leaning slightly toward the 
bow of the boat. First the upper body rocks forward toward 
the stern, then the knees are flexed, causing the oarsman to 
roll up the slide on the seat. When the seat reaches the 
front of the slide, the chest is against the thighs with the 
arms fully extended. The oar is put in the water (catch) by 
slightly flexi~g the elbows or extending the back, depending 
upon the style taught. The initial impetus on the propulsive 
phase of the stroke is rapid extension of the legs. The 
boat, having been accelerated rapidly by the legs, is fur-
ther accelerated by rapid extension of the lower back followed 
by the arm pull into the chest. The oar handle is then 
pushed down to remove the oar from the water and is then 
rotated to bring the spoon of the oar parallel to the water. 
The recov~ry sequence then begins again, completing the 
cycle .. 
5 
Definitions 
- -
When using a h~gh speed ~ovie camera with frame by 
frame analysis it is easy to observe the differences in the 
individual oarsmen at any one instant in the stroke. Thus 
~ 
it is important to define the various points within the 
stroke for the entire boat. 
Catch - The point at which all but one of the ob-
servable oars, have initially toµched the water. 
Leg drive - The phase of the stroke when the oarsmen 
are apI?lying force by rapid extension at the knee and hip 
joints. This phase begins when the catch occurs and is said 
to end when the knees of all of the observable oarsmen 
except one are in full extension. 
Upper body drive - This phase is a continuation of 
the power application (after the leg drive) of the oarsmen 
and includes the arm pull. This phase is said to eud when 
all except one of the observable oars have be~un to be lifted 
out of the water and blade rotation has first been Qbserved. 
Drive phase - This is the total.period of·power 
application and includes the l~g drive ·and upper· bo·dy dri.ve 
_phases. 
Transition - This phase begins the recovery and is 
. 
the period .of .time following the.drive phase when there is 
no observable movement of the oarsmen. The oars are station-
ary in relation to the boat. This phase is said to end when 
all but one of the obserYable oarsmen have begun to move 
their hands away from the body. 
., 
6 
~and and upper body away phase ·- This -phase ·is ·said 
to begin when the transition ends and includes· ex·tension at 
the elbows~ flexi~g at the shoulder joints, and also flexion 
of the trunk. This phase is said to end when the·r·e ·is· 
observable seat movement of.all but one of the oarsmen. 
Seat movement - This phase begins when all but one 
of the observable oarsmen have begun to move their se·ats 
toward tpe _stern of the boat in preparation for the next 
stroke. This movement is characterized by knee flexion and 
is said to end when all but one of the observable oarsmen 
have their chest against their thighs with arm~ fully 
extended forward. 
l3lades to· water - This phase is the· per';i.od· when the· 
oarsmen are actually accelerating the oar towa·rds the 'water 
and in the direction of movement of the water past th~ b6at. 
This. phase is said to begin whep.. the .seat movement phase· · 
ends aµd ends when the catch for the next stroke is ·observed. 
Recove;ry phase - This phase includes the· transition, 
hands and upper body away, seat movement, and blades to 
water phases. It is the total time duri~g which 'there ·is no 
positive force appl~cation on the oars. 
'· 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In recent years a great deal of r~search has been 
reported that deals 'With the physiological adaptation and 
characteristics of competitive oarsmen. However, the area 
concerning the mechanics of rowing has been comparatively 
neglected. This chapter presents a survey of the rowing 
literature and has been divided into' five sections. The 
first section deals with the physiology of rowing and has 
been subdivided into (1) strength measurements, and (2) 
-mechanical efficiency. The second section reviews hydro-
dynamics as related to rowing. The third section considers 
the velocity/time curves of the rowing shell. The fourth 
section is titled "Forces" and examines (1) length of stroke, 
(2) forces ~t the catch, and (3) forces at the finish. 
Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the per-
tinent findings of the research. 
PHYSIOLOGY OF ROWING 
Streng·th Me·a~urements 
In ari attempt to determine factors limiti~g rowing 
performance, Hagerman, Addington, and Gaensler1 studied 26 
1Frederick C. Hagerman, Whitney W. Addington, and Ed-: 
ward A. Gaensler, "A Comparison of Selected Physiological Vari-
ables Among Outstandi~g Competitive Oarsmen, n Jo·urn·ar ·of ·sp·o·r·ts Medi.cine· ·a:nd· Ph'ys·ic·a1 F1·tn:e·ss, 12: 12-22, March 1972. 
7 
I -
8 
Olympic r9wing team aspirants. The'y examined aerobic capa-
city and cardiovascular response to a treadmill run., under 
normoxic and acute hypoxic conditions. They also looked at ' 
static strength of several muscle groups, work output on a 
rowing ergometer, and heart .. rates during an..d following a 
rowing ergometer test. Group I consisted of the 13 oarsmen 
who made the Olympic rowing team by competitive elimination, 
and group II consisted of those oarsmen (13) who· did not 
achieve Olympic team status. Static strength measurements 
were obtained by use of a cable tensiometer for the elbow· 
flexors, shoulder extensors, knee extensors, hip extensors, 
trunk flexors, and trunk extensors. The strength measure.- · 
ments of the right and left limbs were added to give a com-
bined score. Although group I scored h~gher in all stre~gth · 
tests, no significant differences were found betwee·ri groups. 
In the rowi~g e:rgometer .tests the researchers found no s~g-
nificant difference in resti~g hei3,rt rate and end recovery 
heart rates of the two group.s. However, group I sho·we·d a 
greater power ratio and p.ad the lower end. exercise he·art 
rate indicating a lower energy cost. On the ·:treadmill run, 
group I exhibited lower respiratory rates and veritilatory 
responses than. group II while using both oxygen mix~ures. 
In a4ditiQn, they demonstrated a smaller increase in pulse 
and ventilation when they were breathing the lower oxygen 
mixture. The author~ concluded that the miriimal respiratory 
changes of group I during normoxic and hypoxic conditions 
might account for ·their superior aerobic perform·ance, a 
9 
greater ability to handle the stress of a low oxygen concen-
tration, and ultimately their greater rowing achievements. 
Drlica-Sandoz 2 measured strength loss of the leg 
extensors after a seven minute work bout on a rowing ergome-
ter. Static leg strength was measured on a device which simu-
lated keee angles at the catch (55 degrees), mid leg drive 
(90 degrees), and at the point at which the oar would be appr,ox~ 
imately perpendicular to the boat (124 degrees). The testing 
session consisted of a pretest, a work bout (approximating 
a 2000 meter row), and concluded with a posttest. The data, 
obtained from the testing of six subjects, indicated that 
there was a strength loss at 55 and 90 degrees of 12.3 and 
5.6 percent respectively. The 124 degree angle actually 
showed a strength increase of 5.7 percent. The researcher 
assumed that any stre~gth decrement was a result of fatigue, 
and the absence of a strength decrement as an indication of 
an absence of fatigue. He hypothesized that the fatigue fac-
tor that leads to a decrement in total performance is not in 
the l~gs as many suspect, but in some other muscle group. 
Secher3 also measured static muscle strength of 
oarsmen. He divided his 40 male oarsmen into three groups: 
group I was composed of Olympic or World medalists, those in 
2Drlica-Sandoz, "Ef£ect of a 7-minute Rowing Ergo-
meter Work Bout.on Leg Extension Strength," Oarsman, 5:22 
23, July/August, 1973. 
3Niels H. Secher, "Isometric Rowing Strength of 
Experienced and Inexperienced Oarsmen," Medicine and Science 
·in· -sp·o·r·ts, 7:280-283, Winter, 1975. 
,. ·, 
10 
group II were Danish National champions, and tho·se in. ·group 
III were senior club oarsmen. The·. ·groups were ·comparable in 
age and height, but the oarsmen in group I wer·e significantly 
heavier ·than group III and heavier but not significantly 
heavier than group II. Static stre~gth measurenierits we·r'e 
determined for one and two l~g extension, hand. grip, arm 
pulling strength, elbow flex·ion, and backwa·rd and forwa·rd 
bending of the trunk. In addition, to·tal isometric rowi~g 
strength was measured via an electronic strain. gauge,· wi'th · 
the oarsmen in a simulated rowing position. The· ·res·u1 ts 
showed that the h~gh caliber oarsmen in. group I te~ded to oe. · 
stro~ger than the_ group II oarsmen, and that. group II oarsmen 
tended to score h~gher' than. group III oarsmen. .Howev·er· the· · 
only test that showed a significant ·difference bet'we·e·n any 
of the three groups was the test of isometric rowi~g stre~gth 
which favored. group I. He the·refore ·concluded that isometric 
rowi~g stre~gth, not isometric stre~gth -of individual muscle · 
groups, was a limi ti~g factor in rowi~g per·formance .· The· · 
evidence seems to be inconclusive,· ho·we·v.er', because. group r 
(stro~ger) was heavier than. group II and. group III. Since 
he also found a correlation be·twe·en weight ·and _isometric 
rowi~g strength, the difference perhaps ·should have be·e·n 
accreditea to the additional weight. 
It can be seen from a review of these studies that 
there does not appear to be a great deal of evidence to sup-
port the theory that static muscle strength is a factor that 
limits rowing performance. Perhaps a more reasonable 
.-----------------------------------......---.....- ,--..-~~--....... ----.-~-----~-·---
11 
hypothesis would be the one presented by H~ger~an, Addington, 
and Gaensler·4 that since the rowing stroke is repetitive; an. 
evaluation of local muscular epdurance m~ght be more perti-
nent. 
Mechanical Efficiency 
Di Prampero and others 5 attempted to des·cribe cer-
tain biomechanical characteristics of rowing and also physio-
logical factors limiting.the performance. Data was collected 
while rowing in a tank and actual on the water rowi~g in a 
pair with coxswain. The followi~g parameters we·re measured: 
heart rate, pulmonary ventilation, oxygen uptake; lactic 
acid in the blood after exercise, and mechanical work per-
formed. The mechanical work performed was measure~ by strain 
gauges fixed on the pin of the oarlock, and calibrated by 
applying known forces to the ·oar handle.· In the actual 
rowing the mechanical factors were recorded thro~gh cables 
running from the shell to a trailing motor boat, and he·art 
signals were· radio transmitted directly to shore.· Effi-
ciency during tank rowing was determined from oxygen uptake 
vaiues converted to caloric expenditure, assuming a caloric 
equivalent of oxygen of 5 kcal/liter, and related to 
4Hagerman, "A Comparison of Selected Physiological 
Variables," p. 20. 
5P. E. Di Prampero and others, "Physiological Aspects 
of Rowing," Journal of Applied Physiology, 31:853-857, De-
cember, 1971: 
12 
mechanical work performed. For the heaviest work loads the 
oxygen uptake levels were corrected for lactic acid production 
for the determination of total energy expendture. _In 
the low work load ranges the efficiency was slightly less 
than 10 percent and increased to approximately 20 percent 
at heavy work loads. In the actual rowing experiments oxygen 
uptake was determined indirectly from the heart rate and 
efficiency was determined as previously stated. The overall 
mechanical efficiency was plotted as a function of rowing fre-
quency and was approximately 18 percent at low rowing fre-· 
quencies, and increased to a constant of 23 percent at rates 
between 25 to 37 strokes per minute. The mechanical power 
output was also plotted as a function of stroke frequency and 
tended to increase linearly with the increase_in stroke rate. 
Hagerman and others 6 reported on the physiological 
testing of the oarsmen at the 1974 United States National 
Rowing Camp. It was the intent of the researchers to develop 
a multivariable physiological profile for each oarsman. 
Measurements were made during and after a six minute r~wi~g 
ergometer test. The following variables were measured: 
oxygen uptake, oxygen debt, pulmonary ventilation, ventila-
tion equivalent, pulse rate, venous blood lactate, work 
output, total metabolic cost, and mechanical efficiency. 
6Frederick Hagerman and others, "A Summary of Phy-
siological Testing at the 1974 U. S. National Rowing ·camp," 
Oarsman, 7:34-37, May/June, 1975. 
-- - - - --- - ~~ 
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The mechanical efficiency was determined by comparing the 
relationship between work output and the total metabolic cost. 
The authors concluded that a mechanical efficiency exceeding 
20 percent in exhaustive exercise was an indication of·an 
excellent relationship, and that mechanical efficiences 
approaching 25 percent were practically unobtainable. The 
authors also stated that the oarsmen working at a steady 
state ·wi·11 have ·a. greater mechanical efficiency because the 
aerobic metabolic pathways· are more efficient. 
HYDRODYNAMICS 
In a presentation at a 1967 coaches clinic sponsored 
by the United States Olympic Development Committee, von 
Groddeck7 rep·orted some boat resistance data collected at 
the Institute for Shipbuilding in Berlin. He divided the 
total resistance on a boat into moving resistances and sta-
tionary resistances. Moving resistances were the res~lt of 
diving, trimming, and variations in horizontal speed, and· 
together accounted for 4.7 percent of the total resistance. 
Divi~g and trimming, if combined, would represent the resis-
tance related to the pitching of the boat. Summing von 
Groddeck's figures for these resistances, pitching accounted 
for 4.1 percent of the total resistance. Therefore, varia-
tions in horizontal speed of the boat were said to account 
7K. H. von Groddeck, "Boat Technique," Proceedings 
·of Rowing· co·a·ches· 'Cl'fn'ic (Philadelphia, 196 7), Sponsored by 
0-:- S. Olympic Development Committee. 
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for only 0.6 percent of the total resistance. Frictional 
resistance (87.4 percent of total) and wave resistance (7.9 
percent of total) were considered stationary resistances and 
were said to be due to the size and shape of the boat.· Because 
of the proportionately high value for frictional resistance, 
the author stated that emphasis should be placed on decreasi~g 
this resistance· in order to increase the· spee·d· of_ the · 
boat. The construction of shorier and narrower boats was 
discussed as a means of accomplishing this objective~ 
. 8 
Wellicome, in his chapter on hydrodynamics of· 
rowirig·in the book Rowing A Scientific Approach, detailed 
several aspects of shell resistance. First he stated that 
the hull creates a wave pattern which needs energy to sustain· 
itself. The moving hull is said to impart a· certain momen-
tum to the boundary layer of water touching it which in turn 
imparts momentum to the fluid in outlying boundaries. Thus, 
the hull leaves a turbulent wake behind which gets progres; 
sively wider toward the stern. However, the frictional drag 
per square foot is reported to be less towa~d the stern. This 
is explained by the fact that the turbulent water imparts a 
lesser momentum to the boundary layers as it becomes progres-
sively wider. Wellicome also explained how the wetted sur-
face area of the hull, the-viscosity of the water (which is 
affected by temperature), and the roughness of the hull 
8J. F. Wellicome, "Some Hydrodynamic Aspects of Rowi~g," R<?Wil}g· A 'Scienti'fic Aipr·o·ach, eds. A. C. Scott and J. G. P. Williams (New York: • s. Barnes, 1967), pp. 22-63. 
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influenced the surface resistance of the· ·shell. In his dis-
cussion of the Telationship between wave :res·is,tance,.,.·and the 
design of the boat, he, acknowle~ged: that wave ·reslstance wa·s 
much smaller than frictional resistance.· Howe\rer, he 'indi-
cated it was just as important to minimize wave ·resistance in 
boat design because it varied much more rapidly than fric-
tional resistance. The effett of watei deith ~n resistance 
was described and said to be greater in s.hallow wate·r. Addi-
tionally, he discussed some principles of oar propulsio~. It 
was pointed out that any. given force ·on the ·oarlock ·is ·tii.e 
product of the velocity imparted to the wa·ter· by the bla~e 
and the mass of water that is involved. Thus the· ·same force 
can be_ generated by using a la:rge blade ·surface with little 
slip: (movement of blade thro~gh ·the· wa·te·t), 0r· · a .'small blade 
area with a la:rge slip. Of importance ·in the pres·ent study 
was the discussion.of the effect of crew movement on mean, 
resis~ance. The movement of the crew up and down· the· ·slide 
was s'.aid to cause the hull to travel three· ·to four .. fee·t per· 
sec.end slower .duri~g the stroke than it wa·s duri~g the· rec·Gv-
ery. Wellicome (el t that .the effect of -speed· oscillations 
on resistance was n~gligible. His reasoni~g was ·that ·since· 
it takes time for wave patterns and the· boundary layer of 
turbulent water to adjust~·to change in speed and the ·spee·d 
oscillations are s.,0 rapid, the resistance ·on the hull never· 
reaches full potential. 
----...---...---~~------~· ~-- ~~---·-··· -- -
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McMahon9 .examined the similarities· bet~ee·n large 
boats containing many oarsmen, and smaller boats containi~g 
fewer oarsmen. He attempted to explain why la!ger boats are 
faster. He based his reasoning and subsequent conclusions 
on four assumptions. The first assumption was ~hat all boats, 
regardless of size, are geometrically similar and the· ·volume 
of water displaced is similar. The sec·ond assumption was 
that the boat weight per oarsman was a constant. The 'third 
assumption was that each oarsman contributed powe·r and we~ght'. 
The final assumption was that skin drag was ·th.e only hindering 
force. ·Through. calculations McMahon arrived at the theo-· 
retical prediction that sheTls have a spee·d proportional to 
the number of oarsmen raise<;! to the one-ninth powe·r. He also 
developed a theory that would make ·a l~ght we·~·ght' crew··compe-
ti ti ve with a heavywe~ght ·crew by maki~g th.e l~ght'we·~·ght' 's 
boat shorter and narrower. In his discussion, McMah.o·n ·br·o~gh.t' 
up two points that are important considerations in the· ·cur-
rent study. The first point was that skin friotion dr~g is 
proportional to the product of the wetted area and the square 
of the velocity. The second point was that the wetted area 
or water displaced by a boat of any given length is said to 
be proportional to the total weight of the boat plus o~rsmen. 
Thus, one could conclude that for any given boat and ~rew, 
the wetted area can be said to be a constant. Therefore, 
9 Thomas A. McMahon, "Rowing A Similarity Analysis," 
Science, 173:349-351, July, 1971. 
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frictional resistance is only affected by the velocity. 
VELOCITY/TIME CURVES 
Williams 10 included the influence of the boat and 
oars on the oarsmen, the interaction of the boat and oarsmen, 
and the mechanical principles related to the propulsive and 
recovery phases of the stroke cycle in his discussion of the 
biomechanics of rowing. An interesting point was made 'in the· 
discussion concerning the velocity/time curve of the btiat. 
He stated that the velocity/time curves showed a dec·rease ·in 
speed during the period of time when the blades were being 
put in the water. In addition, the period of greatest btiat 
velocity·was not duri~g the propulsive phase of the stroke," 
but after the blades had been removed and the oarsmen we·re 
moving up the slide for the next stroke. Williams differen-
tiated between the action of the hull of the boat and the· 
center of. gravity of the boat, oars, and crew. He pointed 
out that.·While the boat was accelerati~g in relation to the· · 
water as the oarsmen moved up the slide, the center of gra-
vity of the boat plus oarsmen was actually decelerating. 
This deceleration of the system being caused by the ~e~is-
tance between the hull and water while there wer·e ·no positive 
forces between the system and the environment. The only 
external forces acting are negative and include skin drag, 
10J. G. P. Williams, "Biomechanical Aspects of Rowing," 
Rowing A Scientific A.Aproach, eds. A. C. Scott and J. G. P. 
Williams. (New York: . $. Bar.nes, 1967), pp. 81-108. 
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wave resistance, and air resistance. 
Rulffs, 11 in a 1970 presentation to the United States 
rowing coaches, presented a comprehensive discussion on 
rowing technique. In this discussion he talked about such 
topics as length of stroke, force vectors on the pin of the 
boat, and boat velocity curves. All of these topics were dis-
cussed as they related to body movements of the oarsmen. He 
also pointed out the fact that the boat velocity was greatest 
during the recovery and lowest slightly after the catch. He 
suggested a theory that would decrease the amplitude of the 
velocity/time curve and result in a more efficient stroke. 
This was to be accomplished by delaying the movement up the 
slide on the recovery until the boat had begun to decelerate. 
Grainger, 12 in a similar discussion in 1971, also 
examined the velocity/time curve of the rowi~g shell. Henoted 
that the occurrence of maximum shell velocity after the finish 
could be explained via Newton's Third Law of Motion. '!'.he· 
movement of the oarsmen up the slide after the finish 
results in an equal but opposite action of the shell. Thus, 
this reaction is superimposed on the velocity already pro-
duced by the stroke force, resulting in the maximum shell 
11Manfred Rulffs, "The Problem of Technique in Rowing," 
From Ratzeburg Rowing Academy Basic Level Rowing Clinic 
(Princeton, N. J., October, 9-13, 1970), pp. 52·71. 
12Bruce G. Grainger, "Technique," 'Oarsm·an, 3:37-39, 
November, 1971. 
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f velocity for that ·stroke cycle. He ·also· tho·~g~t ·that ·the· · 
amplitude of the velocity/time curve could be· ·controlled. He 
stated that since the skin friction dr~g of the bdat ·is pro• 
portional to the velocity squared, rapid movement of the ·oars-
men up the slide would cause a greater deceleration· of· the · 
system. He stated that accordi~g to Newton's Law ·of Conser-
vation of Linear Momentum, the mass of the· ·oarsmen movi~g up 
the siide could cause a boat velocity reaction that wa·s much · 
greater than the velocity of the ·oarsmen, due ·to· the· mass· of· 
the oarsmen bei~g much_ greater than the· mass· of the· bo·at. 
Grai~ger suggested that the :oarsmen· move ·s1owl'y out ·of the· · 
bow and accelerate toward the front stops as ·the· ·she'll velo-
city b~gins to decrease. 
This· is an interesti~g contrast ·to· the· ·tecruiique pro-
posed by Williams13 who advocated a pause· 'in the bow ·of the · 
boat, tap id recovery, and a. pause· before ·putti~g the· blade ·in 
the water. This pause befor.e the· ·catch ·wo·u1d allow ·the· ·oars-
men to better control the ·catch.· 
As stated earlier., Wellicome14 also discussed the· 
effect of movement of the oarsmen up and down· the ·slide.' He' · 
stated that because of this movement the· hull velocity wa·s · 
three to four feet per second slower duri~g the· ·stroke ·than 
duri~g the recovery; but the effect of this ·speed oscillation 
on resistance was negligible. The data reported by von 
13w·11· 1. 1ams, p. 106. 14Wellicome, p. 40. 
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Groddeck15 ~greed with that concltision. Th~iefore, th~ie · 
authors felt that only an increase in th~ ~vei~ge ~!locity 
would cause a s~gnificant increase in res·i'stance. This ·could 
be interpreted. as sayi~g that it is not important ·to decrease 
the amplitude of the velocity/time curve in ~rder to reduce 
drag. 
Ishiko16 employed an acceler·ometer placed on the· bot-
tom of the boat to determine acceleration, :and strain. ga~ges 
at ihe oar locks for force measurements, to inveitigate th~· 
relationship between these two variables duTi~g the· ·rowing 
cycle. · He recorded his data thro~gh ·the ·use ·of te·lernetry 
and found that, altho~gh the force/time pat't-er·ns varied 
amo~g oarsmen, a. general relationship existed oe·twee·n: the· · 
strain of the oar and acceleration of the· "boat. He found 
that acteleration increased rapidly as soon as th~ ~ars 
touched the water, was. greatest during mid stroke, dropped 
off at the finish, and then increased ~gain as the· ·oar·smen: 
moved up the slide. Ishiko' s data support ·the ·previou·s1y 
mentioned findi~g that shell velocity is. greatest ~s th~ ~ars-
men move up the slide. However, his data contradict "the· pre-
viously mentioned authorities who stated that ·bo·at sp·ee·d 
continues to diminish for a per·iod of time ·afte·r the· · 
catch. 
15
von Groddeck, p. 1. 
16T. Ishiko, "Biomechariics ·of· Rowing, ... 13'i'ome·chan:i:'cs 
II, ed. J. Vredenbregt and J. Wartenwe'iler~ Medicine and 
Sport, Vl'--.(Basel,· Swi:tz~rland, ··s . .J(atger~AG, 1971), pp. 249-
252. 
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Pope 17 'developed a detailed ~thematicai~model to 
.. ., . .... . .~ 
.des.Et.ribe the interactions in the systtm of men, boat, \ .. ars, 
• 
and water. By dividing the velocity of the oar relative ·to 
the water into two components, tangential and normal to the 
oar, the formula for force of the oar on the water was 
derived. In addition a formula was derive.d that describe'd the· 
motion of the mass center of the system. These basic dyna-
mic formulas were used to obtain solutions that tell a. grea·t 
deal about the .motion of the boat. Duri~g the initial part 
of the stroke the moving mass of the oarsmen causes th~ ~elo-
ci ty of the boat to decrease. The slowing of the she·11 
increases the normal component of the velocity of the ·oar in 
relation to the water, .and the force on the· blade.· The · 
impvlse then is said to act to accelerate t'he she·11. Pope · 
-
calculated that there would be very little increase ·in bo·at 
velqcity duri~g the stroke and that the. greates·t ·increase· · 
in v_elo~ity would occur duri~g recovery. In addition. Pope · 
derived formulas for the calculation of aver~ge .~ce· :deli-
vered by an oarsman and aver~ge power· for hi's model. He 
illustrated his model by maki~g numerical calculations 
based on a hypothetical aver~ge velocity. of 18. 28 ~fee·t per· 
second at 36 strokes per minute. The aver~ge 'force .required 
for this vel9city was 71 pounds (maximum fo.rce wa·s 97 
pounds). The aver~ge power was determined to be· 1.12 ho·rse·-· 
17n. L. Pope, "On the Dynamics of Men and B.oats and 
Oars," Mechanics· ·a:nd'S¥o~t, ed. J. L. Bleustein (New York: 
The American Society o echanical Eng1neers, 1973}, pp. 113-
130. 
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power. He found the variation in velocity to b~ ·~ 20 per-
cent. The low aver~ge force was said to be a direct re~ult 
of the high velocity of the shell. Even tho~gh 'the 'force · 
levels at these high velocities were low, the average power· 
remained high because of the increased a~gular velocity of 
the oar required to complete the stroke in the time available. 
Thus, Pope stated that rowing performance was pow~r limited 
not force limited. 
18 Celentano et al analyzed the oar move~erit duri~g 
the pull phase of the stroke, and attempted to account for 
the forces exerted upon the oar by water, oarsmen, and pin 
of the oarlock. They accounted for these forces· oy measuring 
the stres~es on a modified pin of the ~arlock via strain 
ga~ges. The oar position was recorded by means of a linea·r 
radio potentiometer, mounted on the pin of the oarlock.· The· 
output of all transducers was directly rec·orded on an oscil-
l~graphic recorder. The connection with 'the ·apparatus on 
the shell was made by means of a 20 meter lo?g shielded 
wire. The strain measuri~g bri~ges were calibrated by 
applying known forces to the hand grip .•. This apparatus allowed 
the determination of the forces on the pin acti~g in the· 
direction of the shell axis, and its perpendicular, as a 
function of time. The sh.ell was a pair with coxswain. It 
was pointed out that a portion of the impulse force 
18F. Celentano and others, "Mechanical Aspects of 
Rowi~g," Journ·ar of Appli'ed Phys'ioTogy, 36:642-647, June, 
1974. ~ 
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generated at the pin duri~g the dr.ive 'phase ·of the· ·stroke 'is 
used to accelerate the oarsmen in relation to the.b6at.· 
This acceleration retards the velocity of the b6at during 
that portion of the stroke. Also a portion of the ~e~is-· 
tance impulse is said to be: ·employed to ~ec·eler·ate 'the· ·oars-
men's mass in respect to the shell, duri~g the· recover'y. 
They determined 1hat it followed that the· movement of· the· 
mass of the oarsmen acts as a freewhe·e1 .which ·red·uces· the· · 
speed oscillations at each stroke; As an approx1mation·, the·y 
assumed that duri~g the recovery 75 percent of ea·ch· ·oar·sman' s 
mass underwent a O. 6 meter displacement in reSJYect" to the· · 
shell. Impulse was calculated and then· the· ·oar.·smeii' s momen-: 
' tum duri~g the recovery was subtracted" to correc·t the: 'impulse. 
From these values corrected speed oscillations were 
small at rates above 30 strokes per minute·; Their calcula-
tions showed only a 4 percent variance from avei~ge ·sp·ee·d· at 
36 strokes per minute. Thus, they concluded" that ·the· ·o.ver·- · 
all efficiency of the stroke could be ·increased by increasi~g 
the strokes per minute with the speed of muscular contrac-
tion bei~g the limiti~g factor. 
Von Groddeck, 19 in his report ·fr·om the· ·ship Buildi~g 
Institute of Berlin, related a velocity variance ~f !25 per-
cent from the aver~ge velocity of the boat duri~g one stroke 
cycle. This dis~grees slightly with Pope•s 20 calculation 
of ! 20 percent, but is a. great deal more than the· · ! 4 
19
von Groddeck, p. 1. 20 .. Pope, p. 127. 
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FORCES 
Length of Stroke 
Rulf£s 22 in the 1970 coache·s· ·clinic men·tioned ea·rlier.,. 
discussed force vectors at the oarlock. He ·stated that· 
since the oars pivot around the axis at the ~arlock, theie 
is a certain amount of work on each stroke that ·does not aid 
in moving the boat forward. The actual force 'vector can oe· 
divided into two components. One component of the 'for.ce· ·acts 
in the direction that the boat is moving. The· ·othe·r: c·ompo-
, nent of the force acts peip~ndicular to the 'first ·fo·r.ce ·and 
would tend to turn the ho.at if it we·r·e ·not opposed by similar 
forces from the other side ·of the boat. This ·sec·ond fo·r.ce 
.does nqt aid in movi~g ,:the boat forwa·rd. The· m?,gnitude of 
the ineffective force vector bec·omes progres·s'ively greater· 
the further the oar exerts its force from the· 'perpendicular. 
Therefore, Rulffs believes an argument ·could oe· made 
for a relatively sh~:>rt stroke le~gth in order· to· maximize · 
effective force application. However, a shorte·r· st-roke neces-
sarily implies a higher s·troke rate· to do the same amount 
-' 
of work. But the higher rate would mean a greater number of 
movements of the qarsmen up and down the slide causing more 
pitching, the effects of which are unclear. According to 
21celentan-0, p. 645. 22Rulf£s, p. · 56. 
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Karl Adam, 23 in the course of a discussion at ·a 1965 coache·s 
clinic, a very h~gh 'stroke will inevitably lead to a greater 
numbel' of ext.ra body movements that may cause· ·a slowi~g of 
the boat. 
Forces at ·tlie· ca·tch 
An interesti~g obseTvation made by Ishilco·24 wa·s tha·t 
the initial forces at the ·oarlock were ·rec·orded as the bo·at 
continued to decelerate. He concluded that this fo·rce· occur,red 
before the oar touched the ·water· at ·the ·catch ·and that ·the· · 
force was due to the inertia of the ·oar as its 'direc·tion wa·s 
ch~ged. Indeed, Williams 25 ex.plained this phe·n·omenon· fur-
ther. He stated that the spoon of the ·oar must ·be· ·acce~er·-
ated sternward to increase its -speed relative ·to· the· miter 
before the $poon is put in the ·wa·ter. If this ·oar ·accel·er·-
ation does not occur, the water· movi~g ste·r·nwa·rd .at .a h~_gher· 
ve~ocity than the oar will cause a velocity retarding n~ga-
tive force on the back of the oar. 
Bqdine26 in the Summary and Conclusion chapter of 
his book~ Rowing; From ~ llo·ttoni !!.E_, discusses· the .mechanics 
of a stroke. In this analysis he points ·out ·another oo·at 
23Karl Adam, "Karl Adam on Coaching," Proceedings of 
the Amateur Rowing Association Conference for Club ·co·ache·s 
(London, A. R. A. 26 Park Crescent W. 1., Octo·ber, 1965), 
p. 3. 
24Ishiko, p. 250. 25w·11· i 1ams, p .• 85. 
26 John R. Bodine,· Rowihg ;· Fr·om ·the· Ro·ttoni !!.E_ (Spec-
tator Publishing Co., 1974), p. 13-Z-:--- ~-
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velocity retardi~g force ·which ·may occur if the· ·acc·e1·eration 
is -carried to an extreme. The ·oar·sman wno· is ·drivi~g off of 
his foot stretchers before his blade 'is anchored in the· ·wa·ter· 
is, accordi~g to Newton's Third Law,· causi~g an equal and 
opposite force. The ·mass of the· ·oar·smen' is actually be·i'~g 
a~celerated in relation to the ~enter' of gravity of the ·sys-
tem (boat, oars, and oarsmen') ·which ·continues· to· dec·e:ler·ate.· 
This equal and opposite 'force causes· a. greater dec·e1·er·ation 
of the hull of the boat since ·the 'force is not ·transfer·red 
via the blades to the water. The net ·res·u1 t of this te·cfuii-
·cal error is a greater variation in s~e'll velocity, and at 
a. given work output, a lowe·r aver·~ge ·velocity of· the· oo·at. 
Forc·es at the Finish 
Williams 27 mentioned a force 'that' may occu·r at ·the · 
finish of the stroke if the ·oarsman is not ·releasi~g the· · 
blade from the water properly. He state·d· that ·if the· ·oars-· 
man. d,oes not push the oar handle ·down at the· ·end of the· · 
stroke, the water rushi~g past the· 'blade will cause· ·a bo·at 
1 . f h b k f h C 1· . d h · · 
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s owi~g orce on t e ac o t e oar. e entano an ot ·ers · 
demonstrated this negative 'force in the'ir force ·rec·ordi~gs 
as dne of the oarsmen teited was making this error. 
SUMMARY 
It is obvious from this review of literature that 
27w·11· · ss 1 iams, p. . 28 Celentano, p. 644. 
many questions related to the biomechanics ·of rowi~g remain 
unanswered. Boat velocity amplitude ·cha~ges· of plus or minus 
4, 20, and 25 percent have been reported during thi ~troke 
cycle. One author indicated that hull velocity increased as 
soon as the oar touched the water while other·s indicated th.at 
the velocity continued to decrease for a short period after 
the catch. Resistance related to cha~ges in velocity of .th.e · 
boat .. :we.r.e ·rep·or.ted. as .. bei~g very small by some autho·ri ties· · 
while others emphasized the importance ·of velocity and the· · 
resultant frictional resistance to movement of the boat 
through the water. In addition, varyi~g stroke lengths and 
stroke rates have been recommended for optimum crew ·p·erfor-
mance. 
This study is an attempt to obtain data to aid in 
the resolution of several of these questions. Specifically, 
it will attempt to detail the velocity/time ·curve of a 
rowi~g shell at stroke rates of 37, 39, and 41 strokes pet 
minute. In addition, the information from these ·curve·s will 
be related to the components of the ·stroke ·cycle. 
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Chapter 3 
PROCEDURES 
The procedures utilized in this study are discussed 
in this chapter. The discussion has been divided into six 
sections: (1) descriptive information, (2) advance prepara-
tions, (3) immediate preparations, (4) filmi~g, (5) film 
analysis, and (6) statistical methodology. 
DESCRIPTIVE METHODOLOGY 
Subjects 
The subject of this experimental procedure was the 
United States representative in the men·'·s heavy eights divi-
sion at the 19.1'·6 Olympic_ games. The average height of the 
eight oarsmen was 193 centimeters (6 feet 3.9 inches) and the 
aver~ge we~ght was 91.3 kilograms (201.5 pounds)~ The weight 
of the c~xswain was 51.7 kilograms (114 pounds). The total 
we~ght of the oarsmen and coxswain was 782.7 kil~grams (1726 
pounds). The individual heights. and we~ghts are listed by 
position in Table 1. 
Description of the Boat and Oars 
The boat used by the crew duri~g the filming was an 
Empacher eight oared shell, 17.2 meters (56 ~ feet) long with 
an approximate we~ght of 104 kilograms (230.pounds). The 
boat was T~gged with the· 8, 6, 3, and 1 r~ggers on the port 
28 
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side·· and tlie 7 ,· 5 ,· 4, and 2 r_~ggers on the starboard side. 
The le~gth of each of the slides· on the boat wa·s· 75 centime-· 
ters (29. 5 inches). The· oarl9ck ·wa·s positioned so ·that the· 
piJch .of the blades ranged from 7 deg·rees· past: perpendicular 
at the catch to 5 d~grees at the· finish. The· he·ight of· the · 
oarlocks ra.~ged from 16. 5 to 17 .1 centimeter·s (6 1/2 ·to 6 3/ 4 
inches) above the seats. The pins we·re set so that the front 
axle of the seats at the front stop we·ie ·s centimeters (1. 96 
inches) sternward of a line ·running per·pendicular to tf:te slides· 
and bisecting the pins. The distance of the· pins from· the 
keel of the boat wa·s 81 !-z centimeters (32. 8 inches}. Empach·e·r 
oars, with an overall le~gth ·of 384 centimeters (151 inche·s), 
were utilized. The inboard (lever arm) measurement of· the · 
oar was 114 centimeters ( 44. 9 inches)·, and the ·outho'ard (re-· 
sistance arm) was 270 centimeters ·(106 inches). The· ·approxi-
mate weight of each oar was 4.2 kil~grams ·(9 \ pounds). 
Table I 
Height and We~ght of Oarsmen by Boat Position 
... ... 
. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .... 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . 
Position Height Weight 
(Cm.) (In.') . . (Kg·.}' · · · (L·b" .')' · · · · 
8 193 76 87.5 193 
7 190 75 97 .-1 214 
.6 190 75 91. 6 202 
5 198 77 93 205 
4 188 74 88 194 
3 193 76 92.5 204 
2 198 77 89.3 197 
1 198 77 9-z· · · · · · ·2·01 ..... 
X 193 75.9 91.3 201.5 
Coxswain 51.7 114 
Tota·1 782.7 1726 
---~------- -------~----------- ------ - ---- ---------- ---------~------------~-
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Equipment r 
A Bo lex H 16 RX- 5 spring driven· movie ·c·ame"l'a with ·a 
Kern Switar 25 mm lens (F 1. 4) was used for the· filmi~g. 
Three rolls of Kodak Trj.-X reversal film (numbe·r· 7278} we·r·e 
sufficient to record all trials. This is 16 mm black ·and 
white ·film with a dayl~ght ASA of 200 ·and a Din of 24. An 
electronic d~gita1 clock (Lafayette Instrument Company num-
ber 54015) was employed to calibrate ·the· camer·a and was · 
filmed befor~ and after the filming of the· ·shell. Finally, 
a Va~guard Motion Analyzer was utilized for fi1.m analysi·s. · 
Filming Site 
The site of the filmi~g was the· Connec·ticut ·River at 
the Dartmouth Coll~ge Boathouse in Hanover, New Hampshire.· 
The camera placement was on the stationary canoe ·clue ·dock 
below the boathouse. 
Phy'sic·a1 Condition· of "Oarsmen 
The filming took place on the· ·1ast day of a seven day 
traini~g cycle. The morni~g precedi~g the· ·day 'of filmi~g the 
crew rowed two 1000 meter pieces and one ·soo meter piec·e; In 
the afternoon of that same ·day the ·crew rowe·d four thr:ee·-· 
., minute pieces, while rowi~g ?,gainst each othe·r· in coxed fours. 
This was considered a typical day of traini~g, and wa·s not 
particularly harder or easier than normal. None of the· ·oars-
men complained of feeli~g tired e·i ther before or after· the · 
filmi~g, and indeed later that day completed a ·wo·rko·ut of 10 
repet1tions of 1 ~ minute periods of rowi~g with a fifteen 
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second l~ght paddle :het'ween each.· The:s·e· :repet'i'ti'ons we:r·e 
done at full power but at .rates four to five ·stro.ke·s per 
minute lower than raci~g rates. 
ADVANCE PREPARATIONS 
Preparation of Targ·e·ts 
Twenty five ·ta:rgets were made of wa·terproo'f plastic 
f tape in preparation for the· filmi~g. Thes·e ·ta'!gets we:re 
~· 
prepared in advance of the 'filmi~g on har<l' wo·od b'a·c~g·rouhds 
and were placed on the boat duri~g the 'immediate ·prep'aration· 
for filmi~g at the site. The ta!get's ·consist·ed of· a bl'ack · 
X made from black 1. 9 centimeter (thr·ee-·quarte·r i'nch)' pla·s-· 
tic tape !=entered on a white 10 .16 centimet'er ·cfour inch} 
square of tape. The black X extended c·omple.t·ery to· the· ·dia-
gonal corners of the white bac~ground formi~g four ·tria*1gles· 
exten'di~g the full width ·of the· 'white tape or 10 ."16 ·centi-
meters. 
SeTe·ction ·of 'Stroke· Ra·tes· 
The str.oke ·rates ·of. 37 ,· 39, and 41 stroke·s per· minute 
were selected after a discussion with the members of the crew, 
coach and coxswain. It was agreed that these _rates wo'uld 
most nearly span the range of possible stro~e .rates that 
might be used during the body of a race. It was felt ·that 
as many trials as possible at each rate were essential in 
order to obtain a true representation of the velocity/time 
curve for each stroke. With the limitations ·of time and 
crew fatigue in mind, it was decided that six trials per 
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rate (18 total) wo:uld be· optimum. In rec·~gnition that' ·cur-
rent and/or wind could be· ·factors it wa·s ·dec"i'ded that ·three· · 
trials upstream and thr·ee trials downstream would be· ·used· 
for each of the three stroke rates. 
Order of Trials 
The order of trials wa·s ,randomized by listing th'e· · 
desired rates in two. groups: upstream and down·stre·am. A 
table of random digits was the·:n: used to determine ·the· ·order 
of occurrence of each rate. In the 'following list, an odd 
number represents a trial down·stream and an even: numbe·r· 
indicates a. trial upstream: 
Trial Rate 
1 37 
2 41 
3 37· 
4 41 
5 39 
6 39 
·, 7 39 
8 41 
9 41 
10 37 
11 39 
12 39 
13 41 
14 37 
15' 41 
16 39 
17 37 
18 37 
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IMMEDIATE PREPARATIONS 
Target Placement 
Four pairs of ta!gets, with the X's 30 .-48 cen·t1meter's 
(one foot) apart, were placed on the gunnels of each ·side ·of 
the boat. The first pair of ta!gets was placed Qn the·. ·gunnel 
as near to the stern as possible. The sec·ond and third pairs 
of ta!gets were spread along the. gunnels wher·e ·the'y wo·uld not 
be obstructed by the r~ggers. The· fourth ·pair of ta~gets wa·s 
placed as near the bow as possible.· Additionally si~gle ·tar-
gets were placed alo~g the gunner in order to insure that at 
least one target was visible thro~ghout· the· ·stroke; 
· 1folty P1a·cement 
In order that the boat would be ·approximately the· 
same distance away from the camera on each trial, two· buoys 
were placed alo~g the optical axis of the· ·camer·a. The· ·near 
buoy was placed 30. 48 meters (100 fee·t) from the· ·camera and 
the far buoy was 45. 72 meters (150 feet) from the· ·camer·a. 
From a canoe, which was centered betwee·n the buoys., a lane · 
was sighted that appeared to be perpendicular to· the ·optical 
axis of the camera. Ta!get-s at each end of the ·1ane we:re · 
established to· aid the coxswa·in in remaini~g ·in this ·lane; 
At the downstream end was a bri~ge ·abutment where ·the· bri~ge · 
meets the land, and at the other end a buoy was placed in the 
water approximately 400 meters upstream. Natural lan·dmarks 
were used as starti~g points for each trial. The·s·e starti~g 
points we're approximate-ly 150 ·mete·rs ·(15' ·stroke's): 'either side 
,-----------------~-------- -- -- -
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of the buoy, which was ·sufficient distance 'for the '.aver·~ge · 
velocity of the· boat to stabilize be'fore ·en:te·ri~g the· 'field 
of view of the camera. 
Preparation of Oarsmen 
The day before ·the· 'filming to·ok ·place," the· ·scope of 
the study was described to the ·oar·smen, coxswain, and coach." 
The rates were discussed and the· ·crew ·felt ·that ·the'y could 
achieve the ta:rget rates. The ·coxswain wa·s ·instiucte·d to 
announce the ta:rget stroke ·rate· ·to the· ·crew be'fo.re ·ea·cn: indi-
v.idua,l trial.· ·· Duri~~ .. that trial the· ·coxswain wa·s to take · 
a stroke ·rate ·rea:di~g, usi~g a stroke 'watch," approximate·ly 5 
to 7 strokes befor~ ·enteri~g the· 'field ·of· visi·on· of tfre· · 
camera. He was told to announce ·the· ·rate· ·to· the· ·cr·ew ·and any 
rate corrections we:re to be. ·immediately made oy the· ·stroke· · 
oarsman and the· ·crew :Witho·ut ·further· command. It wa·s 'empna• 
sized that in order to have ·valid data the· trials must· not'· 
be full speed, but ·sho·uld be ·rowed at ·race pace· ·as ·if each· · 
trial was the body of a 2000. meter race. Thi's point wa·s ·!3-gain 
made immediately precedi~g the· 'filmi~g. 
FILMING 
FiTnii'ng· ·pr·o·ce·dures· · 
The actual filmi~g was done on June 17, 1976. The 
preparation immediately preceding the filming included filming 
of the digital stop clock inside the boathouse, s~tting the 
camera level on the dock, and constr.ucti~g a temporary shelter 
,. 
'<· 
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to protect the camera from a light rain. The· ·c·ainer·a wa·s 
leveled by adjusti~g the ·telesc·opi~g .l~gs ·of the :tripod until 
the indicator on the tripod showe·d that it wa·s level. A 
small carpenter's level was used to further insure ·that ·the· 
camera was level. 
The conditions included a sl·:ight dri.zz.le ·of rain whe·n 
the filming was started that ·ceased by the· ·c·ompletion of the· · 
filmi~g. The wind was calm and the ·wa·ter· wa·s flat. Since· 
the· .filmi~g was done duri~g the ·early morni~g, the· 'dam dowh-
stream was closed. Thus, there wa·s no ohs·ervable ·cu·rrent. 
The crew went on the water at approx·imately ·7 :·15 AM, 
which was the normal time £or their morni~g wo·rko'ut ,· and 
were allowed to take their normal wa·rm-up. The· ·order· of 
trials was listed and a copy given· to the· ·coxswa'in, wno· · 
checked them, off as they were completed. Whe·n the· ·cr·ew ·had 
completed. its warm up, they paddled to the· ·s.tarti~g point · 
(150 meters 'from buoys) for the 'first trial. The· ·cr·ew ·star-
ted each trial as soon as the ·she·11 wa·s properly al~gned, 
rowed the 150 meters ·into the field of view ·of the· ·camera, 
and .continued for at least five st·rokes past ·the· buoys.· They 
were then bro~ght to a l~ght.paddle ·and continued for· approxi-
mately 125 meters to a point s11.ghtly past ·the ·de-s·~·gnated 
starti~g point for the next trial, turned around, paddled to. 
the starting point .and began the ·next ·trial. Afte-r trial 
numbers 7 and 15 they were allowed to rest approximately 3 
minutes lo~ger after turning around, as it was necessary to 
change 'the film in the camera. 
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The camera was set on its maximum film speed setti~g 
of 64 frames per second aµd the lens f-stop setting varied 
from 2 to 2.8 depending on the light conditions. A shutter 
setting of one (one-half closed), with a real exposure time 
t of one four-hundredths of a second, was .utilized for all tri-
als. The camera lens was 134.6 centimeters,(4feet 5 inches) 
above the water and approximately 38.1 meters (125 feet) 
from the lane of travel of the boat. Tne camera was started 
two to three secpnds before the crew came into the field of 
vision and continued until the crew had passed out of the 
field of vision. The. drive· mechanism was: :rewou.nd after each 
trial. After the filming of all trials, the electronic 
digital timer was again filmed in the boathouse for later 
determination of film speed. 
FILM ANALYSIS 
Collecting the Raw Data 
The raw data was collected by use of a Vanguard 
Motion Analyzer. The first task duri.ng film analysis was the 
determination of the frames in which the leg drive and upper 
body drive phases of the drjve phase were completed £or 
that ~rial. Several frames were also pinpointed f~r the 
various phases of the recovery: The frame at which the hands 
began to move away from the body (end of Transition), the 
frame at which the slide began to move sternward (seat move-
... 
ment began), and the frame at which the oarsmen reached the 
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front ·stop of the ·slide (b~g·inni~g ·of .blade ·to water phase}. 
Before the ·individual data points ·for each :trial we·re ·dete·~-
mined, the "film £or the· ·complete ·trial wa·s run thro'!.lgh ·to 
select which targets we·r·e ·to be· ·followe:d and at which :frames· 
it was necessary to switch ·from one ·ta!get to anothe·r. This 
was 'done in order to avoid reversi~g the· film direction during 
the data collec·tion. The ·zero frame,· or frame ·precedi~g the· 
catch, was then dete·r·mined. Caution wa·s ·taken in order to 
insure that the film in the· analyzer traveled at :least ·20 · 
frames in the ·forwa·rd direc·tion be.fore b~ginni~g analysi·s.· 
.The 'indivd,dual data points were ·determined for each ·fr·ame; 
from the ·zero frame to the ·catch ·of the ·next stToke·,· by pla· 
ci~g the :vertical_ grid line ·of the· ·analyzer on the· ·midpoint 
of a selected X on the gunnel of the· oo"at; Each·''.individual 
point was determined by" measuTing the· 'distance· ·of· the· X from· 
an arbitrary zer·o point ·that was set as a constant ·on the· · 
analyzer. This mea·suTenierit wa·s made ·three· ·times· ·for· each · 
point with ·a quarter to half turn of the .. measur·enient wlie·eT, 
to the· left, be·twee·n: each ·measurement.- The ·aver?,ge ·of· the· · 
three ·measurements was recorded as the· :data point. ·rt wa·s 
not uncommon for the ·measurement ·to vary from· O .--001 to· u·.·.00"2 
inch, but if the variance was. ·greate·r than this a new ·s.e'i.ies· 
of three measuTenients wa·s completed wfth ·this process· ·can·-
tinui~g until three measurenierits were made 'that ·did not·vary 
more ·than O. 002 inch." The· aver~ge ·of the.se· ·tlriee· ·position· 
measuTemerits was ·the·n .rec·o·rded. On .tli:e =fr·ames· ·in· wnicli. ·a 
cha~ge ·of ta!gets was ·made, two" measurements we:r·e ·take·n:, one 
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for the· old ta:rget' and one for the· ·new .ta:r.get'. 
A scale factor wa·s deter.mined for each trial by mea-
suri~g the known one foot distance be·tween two of the· ·ta:rget' · 
X's on the gunnel of the boat. Since the ·poss·ibi'lity existed 
that the boat :was not ·traveling perpendicular to· the· ·optical 
axis of the camer·a, it wa·s 'felt that ·the one ·foot distance·· 
should be measured througho·ut the· area· be·twe·e·n the· Timi ts ·of 
the extremes in the· ·position points for each ·trial. It wa·s 
decided that the -average ·of approximately thirty measurements 
of that one 'foot distance,' taken at equal inter·vals thr·o~gh-· 
out the stroke cycle, ~s adequate to dete·rmine the ·scale 
factor. The aver~ge deviation from this mean wa·s used as an 
estimate ·of scale ·er·ror. 
The· 'film rate of the ·camera was :determined for· the· · 
first and third rolls ·of film by viewi~g each· 'fi1m on· .the· · 
analyzer and counti~g the ·numbe·r of frames it ·took ·for· the·· 
d~gi tal stop clock to complete a one ·sec·ond cycle; The· hun-
dredth column on the ·stop clock wa·s used as a refer·ence·; and 
the number of frames needed to complete a one second cycle 
were counted for each digit from zero to nine (any fractional 
part of a frame was estimated). The third, fourth, and fifth 
seconds filmed after the camera started filmi~g the ·clock 
were used for analysis. This. ·gave ·.a total of 30 different 
val.ues· which were aver?-ged to det'e'imine 'the ·.actual camera 
r------------ -
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spee·d. Film rate ·error wa·s estimated by ave.r~gi~g the· ·devia-
tions ·from the·se mea·ns. The· "film rate ·for the ·sed,nd roll 
of film and its error we·re ·calculated by aver·~gi~g the· ·values· 
for rolls one and three.· Film rates· and errors we·re ·as 
follows: 
Roll Film Rate Error 
(frames/sec) (frames/sec] 
1 70 0 
2 70.035 0.025 
3 70.07 0.055 
STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
· Boat displacement values betwee·n adj acerit film frames· 
were calculated and utilized as ·the raw ·data for input into· 
a computer pr~gram written specifically for the· ·data analysi·s. · 
In addition, time values·, scale ·factors, and error es·t'imate·s 
were included in the ·pr~gram input. A Hew"l"ett·-·Packard (HP 
2000) computer in conjunction wi·th ·a Tektronix (4010) graphic 
computer terminal were employed to obtain values and curves 
of interest. Velocity values we·re ·calculated and plotted on 
a velocity/time graph and a cubic .spline curve ·fit ·to tn:e·s·e 
points producing a velocity/time ·curve. Aver~ge ·velocity, 
actual stroke rate, amplitude, and time· intervals ·for tn:e· · 
phases of the stroke cycle ·were determined for each trial. 
Trial data was ranked according to stroke rate and the mean· 
values for trials employing 37·, 39, and 41 strokes· per minute 
calculated. To further. examine the· ·relationship among 
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variables a corre·lation mat~ix was constructed. The .OS 
-level of significance (two ~ail test= .482) was selected 
as appropriate for this data. 
Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter deals with the methods and results of 
the data analysis and has been divided into four sections. 
The first section d~tails the determination of measurement 
error and is subdivided into (1) readi~g error, (2) scale 
error, (3) film rate error, and (4) velocity error. The 
second section is titled "Velocity/Time Curves" and is sub-
divided into (1) plotting the curves, and (2) analyzi~g the 
curves. The third secti.on contains ·the results of the· ·study 
and has been subdivided into (1) tabulation of~results, (2) 
amplitudes, (3) stroke rate-average velocity relationship.; 
and ( 4) phases of the strok~~- cycle. Finally, the chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the results in comparison 
with.the findings of previous studies already cited in Chap-
ter 2. 
MEASUREMENT ERROR 
Reading Error 
One of the areas for pot~ntial error was the deter-
mination of the coordinates on the motion analyzer. The 
clarity of the target on the boat, due to splashing and/or 
camera lens adjustment, and the placement of the analyzer 
crosshair, were sources of possible error in e~tracting the 
data. An attempt was made to minimize this error by taking 
4-1 
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three measurements of each point and determini~g the aver~ge 
of the three measuTenients. If the thr.ee· measur~ments varied 
more than O. 002 inch thr·ee ·additional measurements were made 
' . 
and the process continued until the required accuracy was 
obtained. In order to determine the extent of the placement 
error, a point was randomly chosen and measured 30 times. 
The mean of these measurements was considered the true value 
of that point and the average deviation from that point was 
considered the readi~g error. This error was !. 001 inch.· 
Another error which was of concern was the ·scale · 
error. Due to the conditions of the ~ilmi~g it wAs impossible 
to be certain that the camera was perpendicular to the· direc· 
tion of shell movement. This problem was .d·eal t with ~y 
maki~g repeated nreasurenients of a one foot scale "dist~nce 
marked on the she'll. These measurements we·re ·made every 
third frame thro~gho·ut the span of the 'individual data points 
for each stroke. This process was :rep·eated until there ·we·r·e 
at least 30 measurements spread equally thro~ghout the 
.le~gth of the stroke. The scale measurements we·re ·aver~ged· 
and the ·mean utilized as the scale f~ctor for that ·trial. 
The scale error was taken as ·the ayer~ge deviati_on around the 
mean and ra~ged from O. 0012 to O. 00·27 inches across trials. 
The third error that was considered was the film rate 
error. The· ·process of determini~g film rate wa·s discussed 
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in detail in Chap.te·r·. ·3; Briefly, the· ·n"umbe·r· of· fr·ames· and 
parts of a frame :req·uired to complete· ·a one :se·c:ond cy'cTe ·on· 
t_he ·digital clock we·r.e counted· 30 'time·s·. · . The·~·e· va1ue';i' we·r·e 
aver~ged to obtain film sp·eed. The· :aver·?-ge ·deviation· from· 
the mean film speeq. was ·consider·ed the· 'film ·rate er·ror·. This 
proces·s was used for both. the· 'first ·and third rolls of· film. 
The values· for the sec·ond roll of film we·re ·determined by. 
taki~g the aver·~ge 'film spee·d and aver·~ge "film rate· ·er'ror of· 
rolls one ~nd three.· The film rate ~irors £or rolls one,· 
... .. 
two, and thiee we·r·e· ·o, ! o·;ozs, and !' 0 ;oss frames per· s·e·c·ond, 
respec·ti'vely. 
VeTocTty Er·r·or 
Th..e· ·instantaneo·us velocity (v) fr·om· on·e :frame ·to· tne· · 
next was 'de.te'r.mined oy the· ·formula: v = :d/t., :whe:re ·d eq·ualed· 
thei "displacement ·be·tw.e·e·n fr·ames· and t ·eq·ualed tne· time · 
elapsed·. Velocity wa·s tne·ri conver:ted to feet per se·c·ond Bf 
dividi~g v by the· scale facto·r (F) . The· ·er·ror for· ea·ch." · 
ve1:ocity calculation was determined oy ·taki~g tne· ·square ·root" 
of the sum of the squares of the fractional errors associated 
with reading error, scale error, and film rate error and mul-
tiplying this times the calculated velocity value (propaga-
tion of independent ~rror). 1 ' 2 The following formula was 
1Hugh D. Young, -Sta·tistical Tre·atnient of Experimental 
ua·ta (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962), p. 6. 
2Yardley Beers,· ·rn·tr·o'duc·t"fon· t'o' ·the· The·o·ry ·of Err·or (Readi~g·~ Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley-;-T957), p .·--z6. 
........ 
employed for this purpose: 
Error a . ( ~ (~-~~) r · + ozr · 
where: 
El= reading error 
v = velocity 
T,9 = time ·interval 
E2 = scale ~rror 
F = _sc·a1e ·factor· 
E9 = film rate ·er·ror 
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These symbols correspond with ·tho·s·e ·used in the· ·compute·r· pro-
gram for the ·calculation of velocity error. The·s·e· ·er·rors · 
ra~ged froµi , ! . 69 to .! 1. 53 feet per se·cond : f! 4. 64 to· '!: 5. 86 · 
percent). 
VELOCITY/TIME CURVES 
Plotting· ·the' ·cu·r-v·e s· · 
The· velocities· Tes·u1 ti~g from· the· ·aoo·ve pro.cedures · 
were plotted and a curve wa·s ·fit ·to ·th:e data. The· ·cu'B'i"c · 
spline curve fi tti~g technique mis ·chosen oe·cause "it ·is -a 
smooth curve sensitive to individual data variation and 
closely approximates· the actual velocity whe·r·e 'the·r·e ·1s ·a 
"d h . 1 . 3 rapi c ange in ve ocity. Since the cubic spline curve runs 
thro~gh all of the data points it became advant?,geous to use 
aver?,ge values for several points and fit the curve to these 
3samuel D. Conte and Carl .de Bo·or ,· Eleme·nta'ry Ntime·ri-
·c·ar :AnaTys'is (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), pp.· 23 7-240. 
' , 
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aver~ges. Thro:ugh ·.repeated analysis 'it wa·s. :dete'rmined· that 
aver~gi?&· severi data· points and plotti~g the· ·calculate·d 
average velocity at ·the· midpoint of the· :seven· point ·inte.r'val 
resulted in the optimal representation. Since· 'the· ·cub'i'c · 
spline ·curve ·or~ginated at ·the first ·aver~ge value ·and ended 
with the ·1ast ·aver~ge value the· ·cur.ve 'did not run thr·o:ugh ·a 
complete stroke cycle. In order· to· 'res·o-i.ve ·thi's prob.leni, 
the ·1ast ·teri true ·data points ·of each ·trial we:re ·plotted 
(added) at· :the· b~g'inni~g of the· :trial and the· 'first ·ten true · 
data points we·r·e ·plotted (added) at the· ·end of the· :trial. 
This res·ult'ed in twe·nty additional points· ·for the· ·curve 'fit·· 
ti~g oper·a tion and produced a rep·reserita tive: ·curve ·at ·tne· · 
b~ginni~g and erid- of the ·stT6ke· ·cy'cle •· Th.e·s·e· ·addi tion·a1 
data points we·re ·use·d only for· fi tt'i"?g .the· ·curves· and we·r·e 
eliminate.d in the· ·calculation of aver~ge :veloc'ity and stroke· · 
rate. The· ·compute·r pr~gram for· carryi?& out ·the ·approp·riate ., 
calculations can be ·found in Appendix A. 4 
Analyzing the Curves 
Figure 1 presents an illustration of the outcome of 
the curve fitting technique for Trial 13. Velocity/time 
curves for other trials can be found in Appendix B. Each· 
curve (trial) was subdivided i~to phases; (1) leg drive, (2) 
upper body drive, (3) transition, (4) hands and upper body 
4Appreciation is· expressed to Dr. Jerrold Wagene·r, 
Computer Science Department State University of New.York at 
Brockport, for his assi·stance ·in the ·analysis of data." 
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away, (5) seat mov·em:erit, and (6)' blades· to· water·. Starti~g 
and endi~g points· ·for. each ·phase ·of the· ·stToke ·cycl'e we:r·e · 
marked on the curves. · Examination of the:s·e· cur.ves· indicate·d 
a continued decline ·in velocity after· the· ·catch · (duri~g tn:e· · 
early part of" the· 1~g· drive)'. This was ·followe·d by a rapid 
increase in velocity thr·o~gh 'the· r·em:a·inder· of the· :1~_g· drive · 
and early part of the ·upper· bo'dy ·drive; The· :velocity .lev·e.le·d· 
off duri~g the· trarisiti"on phase ·and the·n increased rapidly-
during the hands and upper body away phase. Velocity con-· 
tinued to increase and reached its maximum value approximately 
in the middle of the seat movement phase·. The·n, a dec1ine in 
velocity occurred through the end of seat movement :and con-
tinued thro!,Jgh the blades to water· phase ·to the ·catch ·for· 
the next stroke. 
RESULTS 
TahuTa·tfon ·of Re·suTts 
In order to des·cTibe ·and analyze ·the· :res·u1 ts: in an 
O!ganized fashion, all relevant data was .placed in tabular 
form. Table 2 contains this data ranked by. stroke· rate • 
.Actual stroke rate (strokes/min) was -dete·rinined for eacn · 
trial by d~vidi~g the ·total time ·for the· ·stroke ·cycl'e ·cri:-umoe:r· 
o_f displacements _multiplied by time ·interval) ~into· '60; 
Aver~ge velocity (v) for each trial wa·s ·calculated by' divi• 
di~g the sum of the instantaneous velocities for that trial 
by the number of displacements. The time for each phase of 
the ·stroke cycle was computed by multiplying the number of 
ate 
st/min 
36.9 20.09 
37.2 19.64 
37.5 20.49 
I 
37.8 19.66 
37.9 20.62 
37.9 20.07 
37.5 20.10 
.37 
20.56 
20.78 
20.-42 
20.79 
20 .. 27 
20.25 
20.51 
.22 
21.19 
20.94 
20 .• 62 
21.21 
20.67 
20.93 
·• :z:5: . 
Table 2 
Times for Phases of the Stroke Cycle 
and Amplitudes for Each Trial 
Data Ranked by Stroke Rate* 
_ecovery ase 
(sec) 
LD tot T AW SM BTW 
T 
.456 .242 .698 .214 .200 .356 .157 
.443 .257 .700 .257 .214 .286 .157 
.457 .228 .685 .271 .157 .357 .128 
.429 .257 .686 .271 .200 .286 .143 
.500 .186 .686 .243 . Z-00 .328 .128 
.471 .257 .728 .228 .200 .299 .128 
.459 .238 .697 .247 .195 .31~ .140 
to·t 
.927 1.625 
.914 1.614 
.913 1~598 
.900 1.586 
.899 1.585 
J 
.855 1.583 
.901 
/ 
• 023 . .047 .026 .015 . 021 .018 .030 .013 
.457 .229 .686 .229 .186 .300 .157 .872 1.558 
.485 .214 .699 .243 .157 .328 .114 .842 1.541 
.442 .257 .699 .214 .186 .271 .143 .814 1.513 
.456 .2Z8 .684 .. 228 .. 171 .299 .128 • 826 1.510 
.414 .286 .,oo .186 .186 .286 .129 .787 1.487 
/400 .286 . 686 1 .186 .200 .300 .114, .-800 1. 4·86 
.44~ .250 .692 .214 .181 .2~7 .131 .824 
.028 .028 .007 .022 • 014 .017 .015 .-02·8· ...... 
. 457 .186 .643 .243 .129 .300 .157 .829 1.472 
.457 .200 .657 .229 .186 .286 .114 .815 1.472 
.4,42 .228 .670 . 2·14 .171 .285 .128 .798 1.468 
.428 .243 .671 .214 .1.5 7 .285 .128 .784 ·1.455 
.. 
• 457 .214 .671 .186 . -Z-00 .-257 .TZS- .771 T;4·4·z 
r ' 
.448 .214 .66Z .2f7 .169 .283 .131 .799 
.012 .020 .011 .019 • 024 • 014· . ·o:i:4· .:0:2:i- .. . .. . . . 
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8.71 
8.85 
8.84 
8.13 
8.84 
7.91 
8.55 
..• ·35 
9.57 
8.74 
8.10 
9.56 
9.05 
·s.-sz 
9.09 
· ·_-55· 
-8. 96 
9.68 
8.29 
9.13 
·s- .-ss 
8.92 
: : .:4:s: . 
el=: Velocity 
,1n ... = Leg ··Drive 
AW= Hands and Upper Body Away 
SM= Seat Movement 
UD = Upper Body Drive 
T = Transition 
BTW= Blades to Water 
Ampl = Amplitude 
.ata grouped by target stroke rates of 37, 39, and 41 strokes per 
nute. 
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displacements ·in that phase by the· ·time 1nte.r·val be·twe:e·n fi'lm 
frames·. Appropriate·. ·phases· :wei··e ·c·ombined to pre.s·ent ·the· · 
contribution of the· total drive ·pha·se ·and the· ·to·tal rec·over'y 
phase to the· total time ·of the stToke. ·cycl"e; Finally, ·ampli-
tude ·was deter.mined by' subtracting the· ·minimum veloci·ty value 
of ~he· ·cubic spline ·curve 'from· ,the' ·maxlmum .velocity value ·fo·r· 
each ·trial. 
To ex·amine ·the· ·effect of stT6.ke· ·rate.,' ·actual stToke· · 
rate, aver~ge ·velocity, times· for· phases· ·of· st'r.oke. ·c'y'cle·,· 
and amplitudes· we:re ·averaged for· the· ·six trials .at. ·3.7 ·and 3g 
and the five trials at 41 strokes per minute. Trial number 
nine, ta!get rate of 41, was elimina·ted from the data ana-
lysis because a wake from a launch resulted in the 'crew 
rowing at a rate of 38 strokes per minute. 
In addition to the time for each phase of the stroke 
cycle, the percentage of to~al stroke cycle time was calcu-
lated for each phase of the cycle. This was done in order 
to compare these values over varying stroke rates. These 
percentages are presented in Table 3. 
Trials were also ranked by aver~ge velocity. The 
trials exhibiting the four slowest average veloc1ties, the 
middle four ave.rage velocities, and·-.the fastest four average 
velocities were combined to indicate the changes that 
occurred in the phases of the stroke cycle and amplitude 
with increasing boat velocity. This information is presen-
ted in Table 4. Table · 5 contains the percent~ge values 
for this s·ame ·data. 
' 
.. !',_"'"J,,:ll-: ·~,; .i ... ... •'llj :,·· 
' ~"" "- t\'""' ";. 
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Table 3 
at 
Percent of Total Times for Phases· of the 'Stroke· 
Cycle - Data Ranked by StrQ~e Rate* 
LD 
14.89 
15 • .92 
14.27 
tot 
42.95 
43.36 
42.87 
ecovery ase 
( ercent) 
T. :· '/AW . ' · SM : . 'BTW .. ·to·t .. 
13.17 12.31 21.91· 9.66. s1·.05 
15.92 ·13.25 17.72 9.73 56.6~ 
16.96 9.82 22.34 8.01 57.13 
36.9 20.09 
'37.2 19.64 
.37.5 20.49 
,'37.S 19.66 
.3 7 • 9. 2 0 • 6 2 
37.9 20.0.7 
28.06 
27.44 
28.60 
27.05 
31.55 
29.75 
16.20 43.75 
11.74 43.29 
16'.26 45.99 
17.09 
15.33 
14.40 
12.61 18.03 9.02 56.75 
12.62 20.69 8.08 56.72 
14.63 18.-89 ·s.09 ·54;01 · 
'37.5 20.10 
.37 
28.74 
1.52 
14.88 
1.58 
20.56 29.33 
20.78 '31.47 
20.42 29.21 
14.71 
13.89 
16.99 
20.79 
20 .·27 
20.25 
20.51 
.22 
30.20 15.09 
27.84 19.23 
26.92 19.25 
29.16 16.53 
1.48 2.13 
31.05 12.64 
.20.94 31.05 13.59 
20.62. 30.11 15.53 
43.70 15.48 
1. 06 1. 38 
44.03 14.70 
45.36 15.77 
46.20 14.14 
15.09 
12.51 
12.21 19.93 
: 1.10 1.82 
8.77 56.38 
• 74 ·1.-08 
11.94 19.26 10.08 55.98 
10.19 21.29 
12.29. 17.91 
7. 40 54 :-65 
9.45 53.79 
11.32 19.80 8.48 54.69 
12.51 19.23 8.68 52.93 
45.29 
47.07 
46.17 12.52 13;4t; ·zo.'19 · 1.-61 ·53;s4· · 
45.69 
.95 
43.69 
44.64 
45.64 
14.12 11.95 19.61 8.63 54~31 
1.24 . ·1.02 1.03 • 93 , · · ;9S · 
16.51 
15.56 
14.58 
8.76 20.38 10.67 56.32 
12~64 19.43 7.74 55.37 
11.65 19.41 8.72 54.36 
21. 21· 29 .A2 16. 70 46 .12- -14. 71 10 ;79 19 .·59 ·s .. so S3 ."8'9 · 
20.67 .-31.69. 14.84. -46.53 12.90 13.87 17-.82 8.88 53.47 
20. • .93.· 30.66 14.66 45.3.Z 14.85 11.54 19.33 · ·s.96 ·s4··.'6'B · 
.25 .80 1.43 1.03 1.20 1.73 • 83 .. 9.5 1.:0:3 
Vel = Velocity 
LD = Leg Drive 
UD = Upper Body Drive 
T = Transition 
AW= Hands and Upper Body Away 
SM= Seat Movement 
BTW= Blades to Water 
Data grouped by ta!get ·s·troke ·rates· ·of .37, 3g ,' and' 41. ·stroke's .pet• 
inute. 
.. 
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Table 4 
Times for Phases of the Stroke Cycle ·and Amplitudes 
Each Trial - Data Ranked by Average Velocity* 
for 
................ 
. . . . . . . ..... 
ecovery ase 
(sec) 
LD T AW SM BTW . t·o·t . . . .... 
. 37. 2 • 443 .700 .257 .214 .286 .157 .914 1.614 8.85 
37.8 .429 .257 .686 .271 .200 .286 .143 .900 1.586 8.13 
37.9 .471 .257 .728 .228 .200 .299 .128 .855 1.583 7.91 
36.9 • 456. .242 .698 .214 .200 .356 .·157 .927 1.625 8.71 
37.5 .450 . 253' .703 .243 .204 .307 .146 . 89.9 8.40 
.42 .016 .006 .015 .023 .066 .029 .012 .027 .39 
· 39. 7 .442 .257 .699 .214 .186 .271 .143 .814 1.513 8.10 
37.5 .457 .228 .68? .271 .157 .357 .128 .913 1..598 8.84 
38.5 .457 .229 .686 .229 .186 .300 .157 .872 1. 558 9·. 57 
40.8 .442 .228 .670 .2i4 .171 .285 .128 .798 1. 468 8 .. 29 
39.1 • 450, .236 I .685 .232 .175 .303 .139 .849 8.70 
1.24 .008 .012 .010 .023 .012 .033 .012 .046 . 5 7' 
. 
39.7 .456 .228 .684 .228 .1'11 .299 .128 .826 1.510 9.56 
40.8 .457 .200 . 6'5 7 .229 .186 .286 .114 .815 1.472 9.68 
40.8 .457 .186 .643 .243 .129 .300 .157 .829 1.472 8.96 
41. 2 .428 .243 .671 .214 .157 .285 .128 .784 1.455 9.13 
40.6 .450 .214 .664 .229 .161 .293 .132 .814 9.33 
.56 .012 .022 .015 .010 .021 ~007 .016 .018 .30 
= Velocity AW= Hands and Upper Body Away 
Leg Drive SM= Seat Movement 
= Upper Body Drive BTW= Blades to Water 
= Transition Ampl = Amplitude 
Data grouped to include the four slowest, four middle, and ·fol,lr 
fastest average velocities. 
-IC 
5 
-
' . 
Vel 
ft1sec 
19.64 
19.66 
20.07 
20.09 
19.87 
:!: • 22 
20.42 
20.49 
20.56 
2·0. 62 
20.52 
:!: • 07 
20.79 
20.94 
21.19 
21.21 
21.03 
:!: .18 
Table 5 
Percent of Total Time for Phases of the Stroke 
Cycle - ·nata Ranked by Average Velocities* 
Kate Drive Phase Recovery Phase 
st/min (percent) (percent) 
. LD' UD ·to·ta1 T .. ·AW.· . ·sM 'BTW 
37.2 27. 44, 15:. 92 43.36 15.92 13.25 17.72 9.73 
37.8 27.05 16.20 43.25 17.09 12.61 18.03 9.02 
37.9 29.75 16.26 '45. 99 14.40 12.63 18.89 8.09 
36.9 28.06 14.89 42.95 13.17 12."31 ·21.-91 9 ~ 66' 
37.5 28.08 15 .,82 43.89 15.15 12.70 19.14 9.13 
.42 1.03 .'55 . . '1.22 · T.4·9 . '."3'4 · 'l ."66 .66 
' 39.7 29.21 16.99 46.20 14.14 12.29 17.91 9.45 
.,. 
37.5 28.60 •. 1.4. 27 42.87 16.96 9.82 · 22 .·34 8.01 
38.5 29.33 14.71 44.03 .14.70 11.94 19.26 10.08 
40.8 30.11 15·."53 45.64 14 .·5·8 11.65 19.41 .8.72 
39.1 29.31 15.38 44.69 15.10 11.43 19.73 9.07 
1.24 .53 1.04 1.32 1.10 .95 1.62 .78 
39.7 30.20 15.09 45.29 15.09 11.32 19.80 8.48 
.40. 8 31.05 13.59 44.64 15.56 12.64 19.43 7.74 
40.8 31.05 12.64 43.69\ 16.51 8.76 20.38 10.67 
41.2 29.42 16.70 46.12 14.71 10.79 19.59 8.80 
40.6 30.43 14.51 .44.94 15.47 10.88 19.80 8.92 
.56 .68 1.54 .89 .67 1.40 .36 1.08 
52 
total 
56.63 
56.75 
54.01 
57.05 
56.11 
1.22 
53.79 
57.13 
55.98 
54."36 
55.32 
1.32 
54.69 
55.37 
56.32 
53.89 
55.07 
.89 
Key: 
Vel = Velocity 
LD = Leg Drive 
AW= Ha~ds and Upper ~ody Away 
SM·= .Seat Movement ·· UD = Upper Body Drive 
T = Transition 
BTW= Blades to Water 
*Data grouped to include the four slowest, four middle, and four fastest average velocities. 
. ' 
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. To further examine the relationship be·.twe·e·ri variables· 
a correlation matrix, was ·constructed. This matrix ·can .be · 
found i.n Table 6 and contains the ·correration coe·fficierits. 
between nineteen variables: 
1 (ST RATE) s·troke. rate 
2 0VELOCITY) velocity 
' . . 
3 (L DRIVE) time ,1for the l~g drive · 
4 (U DRIVE) time for the ·upper bo·dy drive · 
5 (TO DRIVE) total time for drive 'phase 
6 (TRANS) time for transition 
7 (ARMS AW) time for hands ·and upper· bo:dy aw.ay 
8 (SEAT MV) time fo:, seat movenierit · 
9 (B T W) time for blade~ to wa:tei 
10 (TO REC) time for total rec·over'y 
11 (% L DR) percent of total time :for· .l~g· drive 
12 (% U DR) percent of total time ·for· up.per bo;dy 
drive 
13 (% TO DR) percent of total time 'for· total ·dr.i.ve 
14 (% TRANS) percent of·total time ·for transition· 
15 (% ARMS A) percent of total time 'for· hands and 
upper body ~way 
16 (t SEAT M) pe'J;"cent of total time ·for se·a:t mo.veme~t 
17 (% B T W) percent of total time ·for blades· t'o wa:te·t 
18 (fi TO REC) percent of total time ·for total recovery 
19 (AMPT) amplitude 
Amplitudes 
As indicated, amplitudes we·re calculated for· all 
Correlation Matrix 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
ST RATE 1 1.00 
VELOCITY 2 • 66 11 1.00 
L DRIVE 3 -.35 .26 1.00 
U DRIVE 4 -.12 -.63 11 -.76* 1. 00 -
TO DRIVE 5 -.61" - • 6.6 11 .07 • 59" 1.00 
TRANS 6 -.62 11 -.19 .42 -.34 .oo 1. 00 
ARMS AW 7 -.39 - • 75* -.11 :.44 . ·. 53* -.18 1.00 
SEAT MV 8 -~64* -.04 .40 -.20 .20 .41 -.18 1.00 
B T W 9 -.41 -.31 .oo .00 .00 .27 .07 .• 05 1.00 
TO REC 10 -.95* -.5411 .39 -.09 .34 . 7 4.fc .26 .. 68* .49* 1.00 
% L DR 11 .• 38' .73* • 7 3 11 -.84~ -.38 - • 02· -.39 - • i)7 .:.29 -.31 
% UDR .12 .. 19 -.42 -.86* • 95* . .40 -.53* _ . .'31' ".". 38 -.14 -:38 
% TO DR 13 .70 .23 -.38 .40 .14 . -.78* - • 00"' -.61* -.52" -.89" 
% TRANS 14 . -.35 • 05 · .38 -:: 4 7. -.25 .95* -.39 •. 24 .17 .SO* 
% ARMS A 15 -.06 -.57* -.24 .43 '.'36 -.43 ~ !r4* -.42 -.10 -."06 
% SEAT M 16 -.26 .31 .31 -.31 -· ."0'8 .1g . -·.·45 .. .• 91*' . - .17 .33 
% B T W 17 -.06 -.07 -.• 12 -.06 -.23 .07 - .-10 -·.19· . .93 .17 
% TO REC 18 < 7-0* - • 2·3· .38 -.40' .. ·-.14 .78* .-off .-:"61 fr' .52* .88* 
AMPT 19 .27 .41 -.15 . - .15 -.42 -.16 -.17 :.10 .16 .16 U1 
""" 
I: Indicates significance at the .05 level 
-_ - .- .. . . - - - ~ ~ .- - - - - _- ~----· - - - . ~ - .. ~~ ~ - =- - - - - ~--------- --:;---~~--:~ -~ .::.,, . - -- - - - - - - .- .- . ,::- --- - . . . . - - -~ ~- - . ~ ------ -- . i 
• • • • • - • • • •• • • - ·- • • • •• • • • • • • - -- - - - • • - • • - - -- • .-. - -- • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • r 
' - ---------- . 
11 12.' 13· 14·; .. '• 15 16 17 18 19 
ST RATE 1 
VELOCITY 2 
, . • I, DRIVE 3 
. , ' 
'U DRIVE 4 
'TO DRIVE 5 
TRANS 6 
ARMS AW 7 
SEAT MV 8 
B T W 9 
TO REC 10 
% L DR 11 1.00 
% UDR 12 ·-. 71 * 1. 00 
% TO DR 13 .12 • 61 * 1.00 
% TRANS 14 .14 -.58* -.66* 1. 00 
% ARMS A 15 -.29 .41 .26 -.55* 1.00 
% SEAT M 16 .11 -.36 -.39 .13 - • 57* 1. 00 
% B T·w 17 -.15 -.09 -.30 .07 -.15 -.28 1.00 
% TO REC 18 -.12 -.61* -1.00* .66* -.26 .39 .30 1.00 
AMPT 19 .03 .06 .04 .08 .09 .28 .08 .04 1.00 
.,, Indicates significance at the .OS level 
VI 
VI 
.· .. ;;. - - _-. - . -=-- .·- ---· . - . - -~ -- .---.:-- -=---=. -. . -- - ~ - - -~ . -----=-=-~~--- --=--:,;--~~,-~ - -- - - - -~- - -·_~ --- -- -~----.--
.. . . .. · .. 
. . .. . -- -~ - -- - -- - . .. . . . . . - . . . . . . . - - -· . . . . - . . . - . . . . . . . . .. ·. -
. . . . . - - - I 
.. 
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trials. The a.ver~ge ·amplitude ·for .all 17 :trials wa·s also 
compared to an aver~ge Velocity of. 20.'.49 :£.ee·t' per· s·e·c·ond 
across all trials. Assumi~g the max'imum and min1m·um velo-· 
cities to be distributed equally from· the· ·mea·n, the· ·vari'a.;. ··· 
bility in velocity wa·s calculated at ·.! 21'.-52 .percen·t ·of· the·· 
aver~ge velocity. However·, calculation of .the· ·actual vari'a .... 
tion of the maximum and minimum velocities ·from the· ·mea·n 
produced values of. +18.58 and -24.40 percent respectively. 
It can be seen from Table 2 that the· ·mean amplitudes· 
for trials at 37.5, 39.6, and 41.0 strokes per minute were 
8.55, 9.09, and 8.92 feet per second. The correlation coef. 
ficient between stroke. r.·a.te and amplitude (r = • 34) wa·s not 
I 
significant .. Table 4 indicAtes a progressive increase,·in 
amplitude from 8.40, to 8.70, to 9.33 feet per second'with 
• I I 
increasing aver~ge velocities of 19.87, 20.52, and 2}.0~ feet 
per second respectively:. However ·.the·. correlation 'ietwe·en 
V 
I • • I .'.,.. 
a~er~ge velo~ity and ~pTitude wa~ a non significant .41. 
- ~ 
The . 05 level of sj,gnificanct Cr = • 48) was uti.1:ized tthro~gh-· 
out this study. 
Stroke Rate-Average Velocity Relationship 
Examination of Table 2 shows a progressive ·increase 
in average velocity of 20.10, to 20.51, to 20.93 feet per 
second with increasing stroke rates of 37.5, 39.6, and 41.0 
strokes per minute. Also, Table 4 shows that as the velocity 
· increased from 19.~7, to 20.52, to 21.03 feet per second the 
stroke rate increased from 37.5, to 39.1, to 40.6 strokes· 
per minute respectively. In addition, a s·~gnificant correla-
r 
. ; 
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tion of r = • 66 was found to exist between ·stroke ·rate and 
average velocity. 
Phases of the Stroke Cycle 
Leg drive. In addition to an analysis of velocity profiles 
of the shell, another objective of this study was to look at 
the various phases of the stroke cycle and examine their rela-
tionships at different stroke rates and different veloci-
ties. Table 2 shows that the times for the leg drive phase 
at rates of 37.5, 39.6, and 41.0 strokes per minute were 
.459, .442, and .448 second respectively. Table 3 indicates 
the corresponding percentage of total time for the leg drive 
was 28.74, 29.16, and 30.66 percent. · It can be· seen then 
that although the time for the leg drive fluctuated, there 
was a progressive increase in percentage of the total time 
for the leg drive as the stroke r~te increased. However the 
correlation coefficients between stroke rate and time and per-
' ' 
cent of total time for leg drive we~e bo .. th not -significant. 
Table 4 shows that as the average velocity increased 
(19.87, 20.52, and 21.03 feet per second) time for the leg 
drive remained a constant .450 second. Table 5 shows, how-
ever, that when the velocity increased the percentage of the 
total ~ime for the leg drive phase increased progressively 
from 28.08, to 29.31, and finally to 30.43 percent. As 
might be expected from the preceding d~ta, the correlation 
coefficient between velocity and time for the leg drive was 
not significant (r = .26) but the correlation between velocity_ 
58 
and percent of total time for leg drive, r • .73,~was signi-
ficant. 
Upper body drive. The re~ults for the upper body phase in 
Table 2 show tt:ui;es of .238, .250, and .214 second for the 
respective rates· of 37.5, 39.6, and 41.0 strokes per minute. 
The corresponding percentages of total time at these same 
I 
rates, from Table 3 were 14.88, 16.53, and 14.66 percent 
respectively. No significant,correiation was found between 
time for the upper body drive phase and stroke rate. 
From Table 4 it can be seen that times for the upper 
body drive phase steadily decreased as velocity increased. 
The times were .253, .236, and .214 second for the respec-
tive velocities of 19.87, 20.52, and 21.03 feet per second. 
Also Table 5 demonstrates a progress~Ve decrease in the perr 
centage of total time for the upper body drive phase with 
increased velocity. These percentages were 15.82, 15.38, and 
14.51 percent. 
coefficient was 
However the~only 1signific.~n~ torrelation 
' 
' bE;}tween v~loci-ty and time for the upper body 
,, \ I 
drive phase (r = - • 63). The correlation matrix did show an 
interesting relationship between the leg drive phase and the 
upper body drive phase. A high negative correlatioa ofl 
r = -.76 existed between time for leg drive .and time for .. 
I • 
upper body drive. Also a significant negattve correlation 
coefficient of r = -.71 was found ~etween perc~nt of total 
time for leg drive. and percent for upper body drive.• Further 
evidence of a relationship between the leg drive and upper 
(' 
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body drive phase was shown in the correlation matrix (Table 
6). A significant negative correlation (r = -.86) was found 
between percent of total time for the upper body drive phase 
and the time for the leg drive phase. In addition there was 
a significant negative correlation (r = -.84) found between 
·percent of total time for the upper body drive phase and the 
percent of the total time ·for the leg drive. 
Additional relationships were found to exist between 
percent of total time for the upper body drive phase and time 
for the transition phase (r = -.53), and also percent for 
the transition phase (r = -.58). A signi~icant negative 
correlation (r = -.61) was found between·peTcent of total 
time for upper body drive and percent of ~otal time for the 
total recovery. 
Total drive. ·In looking at the drive phase of the stroke, 
Table 2 shows a slight decrease in time spent on the total 
drive phase (.697, .692, and .662 second) as the rat~ of 
rowing increased, but Table 3 shows that no clear pattern 
can be established on the percentage of total time spent on 
the drive phase for these same rates. The percentage fluc-
tuates from 43.70 percent at 37.5 strokes per minute to 
45.69 percent at a rate .of 39.6 strokes per minute and finally 
drops slightly to 45.32 percent of the total time at 41.0 
strokes per minute~ There was a significant negative .corre-
lation between .stroke rate and time for the drive phase 
(r = -.61) and a significant positive correlation between 
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stroke rate and percentage qf tota~ time for the cfriye 
phase (r = .70) •. There were also significant correlations 
between time .for the upper body drive movement anp time for 
the drive phase (r = .59) and between percentage of time for 
upper body drive phase and percent of time for the total 
drive phase (r = .61). 
Table A indicates a pfogressive decrease in time for 
the drive phase as the velocity increased. The times were 
.703, .685, and .664 second for the respective velocities of 
19.87, 20.52, and 21.03 feet per second. The correlation 
between these variables was found to be a significant - . 66. 
Table 5 indicates a progressive increase in the percent of 
the total ,time for the drive phase of 43. 89, 44. 69, and 44. 94 
percent with increased velocity, however, the correlation 
coefficient indicated that the relationship was non s~gni-
ficant (r = .23). 
There was also a significant CO!relation (r = .53) 
between time for the total drive phase of the stroke and the 
time for the hands and upper body away phase. Additional 
significant negative relationships were found between percent 
of total time for the total drive phase and percent of total 
time for the transition phase (r = -.66), and between percent 
for total drive and time for the transition (r = -.78). 
Transition. The recovery begins with the transition phase in 
which there is no perceptible movement of the oarsmen. ~abie 
2 shows that for the increasing stroke rates (37.5, 39.6, and 
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41.0 strokes per minute) the times for transition weie .247, 
.214, and .217 second. The corresponding percentages of the 
total time for the transition phase from Table 3 w~re 15.48 
14.12, and 14.85 percent respectively. From this data the 
trend seems unclear. This is supported by a non significant 
correlation {r = -.35) between stroke rate and percent of 
total time for the transition phase and a significant rela-
tionship (r = -.62) between stroke rate and time for the 
transition phase. 
The times for the transition phase correspondi~g·to 
increasing velocities of 19.87, 20.52, and 21.03 feet per 
second were .243, .232, and .229 second (Table 4). The per-
centage of total time for the transition phase corresponding 
to these same veloc·ities were 15.15, 15.10, and 15.47 percent 
(Table 5). The correlation matrix revealed no significant 
relationships between eith~r time for transition phase or 
percent of total time for.transition phase and boat· velocity. 
A significant relationship was f~und between time 
for recovery and time for the transition phaser= .74, and 
between percent of total time for recovery and percent of 
total time for the transition phaser= .66. Significant 
relationships were also found between time for transition 
phase and percent of total time for recovery {r = .78), and 
between percent of total time for the transition phase and 
total time for the recovery (r = ;so). In addition a signi-
ficant negative correlation {r = -.55) was found between 
percent of total time for the transition and percent of 
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total time for the hands and upper body away phase. 
Hands and upper body away. Since the movement of the hands 
and upper body during recovery were virtually impossible to 
seperate, they were combined into one phase. Table 2 shows 
that the times for ~his movement at increasing rates of 37.5, 
39.6, and 41.0 strokes per minute were .195, .181, and .169 
second respectively. The corresponding percentages of total 
time for this phase at the above rates were 12.21, 11.95, 
and 11.54 percent (Table 3). The correlation matrix did not 
show a significant relationship between the hands and upper 
body away phase and stroke rate. 
Table 4 shows that as the velocity increased the 
times for the hands and upper body away phase decreased. The 
values were .204, .175, and ~161 second at velocities of 
19.87, 20.-52, and 21.03 feet per second·. The correspondi~g 
percents of total time for the hands and upper body away 
phase £or these same ve~ocities were 12.70, 11.43, and 10.88 
percent (Table 5). Both the correlation between time for the 
hands and upper body away phase and velocity (r = -.75), and 
th~ correlation between percent of total time for the hands 
and upper body away phase and velocity (r = -.57), were found 
to be significant. Also a negative correlation (r = -.57) 
was found between the percent of the total time for hands 
and upper body away phase and percent of the total time for 
the seat movement phase. 
Seat movement. Table 2 presents the time for the seat 
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movement phase of the stroke ranked by stroke rate. There 
. was a progressive decrease from .319 second at a rate of 
37.5 strokes per minute, to .297 second at 39.6 strokes per 
minute, and finally to .283 second at 41.0 strokes per minute. 
The percentages of total time for the seat movement phase 
which correspond with the above stroke rates were 19.93, 
19.61, and 19.33 percent respectively (Table 3). The corre-
lation matrix indicated a significant relationship (r = -.64), 
between stroke rate and time for the seat movement phase. 
· Also, a significant relationship (r = • 68) existed· between 
total time for the recovery and time for the seat movement 
, phase. A significant relationship was not found between 
· percent of total time for the seat movement phase and stroke 
, rate. 
Times for the seat movement phases of the stroke 
cycle·decreased from .307 to .303 to .293 second as·velocity 
increased from 19.87 to 20.52 to 21.03 feet per second (Table 
. 4). The percentages of total time for the seat movement 
increased from 19.14 to 19.73 to 19.80 percent with 
these same increases in velocity (Table 5). However, no 
significant relationship was found between either time for 
· the seat movement phase or percent of total time for the 
: seat movement phase and boat velocity. 1 i! 
There was however a significant negat~ve ·correlation 
(r = -.61) found between time for seat movement and percent 
total time for the drive phase. Also a s~gnificant rela-
tionship (r = .61) was found to exist between time for seat 
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movement and the percent of total time f~r the recovery. 
Blades to water. The blades to water phase of the stroke is 
the last phase of the recovery. Times for the blades to 
water phase were .140, .131, and .131 second at stroke~rates 
of 37.5, 39.6, and 41.0 strokes per minute (Table 2). Table 
3 presents percents of total time for the blades to water 
phase of 8.77, 8.63, and 8.96 percent for these same stroke 
rates. No significant relationship existed between either 
time 1 for the blades to water phase ot percent ~f total time 
for the blades to water phase and stroke rate. 
Table 4 shows a decrease in time for the blades to 
water phase of .146 to .139 to .132 second as th~ ~elocity 
increased from 19.87 to 20.52 to 21.03 feet per second. The .... 
percent~ges of total time for the blades to water phase 
decreased £:rom 9 .. 13 to 9.07 to 8.92 percent with these same 
increases in velocity (Table 5). However neither the time 
fot the blades to wate~ phase nor the percents of total time 
for the blades to water phase were s~gnificantly correlated 
with boat velocity. 
There were three significant correlations that were 
found to exist between the time for the blades to water 
phase and other var_iables. There was a rela~ionship Cr = • 49) 
between the time for this phase of the stroke cycle and total 
time for the recovery, and also percent of total time for the 
recovery (r ~ .52). The other relationship th~t was £ound to 
exist for the blades to water phase was Cr= -.52) between 
time for this phase and .per.cent of total time ·for· the ·total 
drive phase. 
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Total recovery. Table ·2 indicates· ·that ·the ·total time ·for· 
recovery decreased from • 901 to . 8.24 .to. '· 799 ·se·c·ond as ·stroke 
rate increased from 37.5 to 39.6 to 41.0 ·.stroke·s· per· minute." 
In examining Table 3 it can be observed that ·the· ·pe·rceiit of 
total time for the recovery phase was ·56.38', 54.31, .and 54'..68' 
percent for these same stroke rate-s·.. Both ·the· ·co·r·relation· 
between total time for recovery and stroke' rate· ·er = .- • 95) 
and between percent of total time ·for. the· ·complete· ·reC:ove_iy. · 
and stroke rate (r = .- • 70) were ·found to· be·. ·significant.· · 
Total recovery time was also found to· dec·rease· with · 
increasi~g velocity (Table 4). Times· -for· rec·overy de·c·tease·d 
from • 899 to ·• 849 to . 814 second as velocity incr·ea:se·d fr·om· 
19.87 to 20.52 to 21.03 feet per se·c·ond. At ·the· ·s·ame ·.time·,· 
there was a decrease in the percerit~ge ·of total time. ·for· the· · 
recovery phase from '56.11 to 55.32 to 55.07. percent wi·th · 
increasi~g velocity (Table 4). The· ·correlation· be·twe·eri' to·tal 
time for recovery and velocity was a s~gnificant ·-.54, and 
the correlation between percen~ of total time ·for· the -:r.eC:oVery 
phase and velocity was a non s~gnificant ·-.23: 
The final relationship that was found to exist 
between any of the variables was .betwe·en to·tal time ·for· the· · 
recovery and percent of total time for, the· drive ·phase·." The·. 
' 
relationship that existed betw~en thes·e· ·two: variabl'.es· was a· 
significant -.89. 
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DISCUSSION 
Analysis of Curves 
The velocity/time curves of this study agreed with 
several previously reported studies 5 ' 6 ' 7 ' 8 which stated that 
velocity continued to decrease after the catch. According 
to the present data minimum boat velocity was reached at a 
point approximately 27 percent into the leg drive phase. 
This can ·be explained by the fact that it takes some time ·to 
generate enough force to overcome the water resistance which 
is slowing the boat down. Related to this is the fact that 
the blades of the oars must be moving at a velocity greater 
than that of the water p~st the boat before force can be 
! 
generated for boat acceleration. As a result of the ~elocity 
decrease the velocity of the blade is increased in relation 
to the water. Wit~this re~ative increase in blade ~elocity 
' it then becomes possible for the oarsmen to generate greater 
5 Bruce G. Grainger, "Technique," Oarsman, 3:37, 
November, 1971. 
6n. L. Pope, "On the Dynamics of Men· and Boats and 
Oars," Mechani~s and s1ort, ed. J. L. Bleustein (New York: The American Society o Mechanical Engineers, 1973), P~ 121. 
' 7Manfred Rulffs, "The Prob'lem of Technique in Rowing," 
From Ratzeburg Rowing Academy Basic Level Rowing Clinic, 
October 9-13, 1970, p. 562. 
8J. G. P. Williams, "Biomechanical Aspects of Rowing," 
Rowing A Scientific A*1'roach, eds. A. C. Scott and J. G. P. 
Williams (New York: . S. Barnes, 1967), pp. 88-89. 
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forces at the blade. 9 The increase of force generated at 
the blade in turn increases the force at the pin of the oar-
lock causing the boat to accelerate rapidly after the initial 
decreas~ in the vel.qcity. Another contributing factor to 
this initial decrease in velocity is the fact that a part of 
the force generated is used to accelerate the mass of the 
oarsmen in relation to the shell. 10 This becomes more under-
standable if the boat were considered to be stationary in 
the water. The movement of the mass of the oarsmen toward 
the bow would cause the boat to move sternward in order for 
the center of gravity of the system (men, boat, and oars) .to 
remain unchanged. 11 Since :the system is mov.i?g in relation 
to the water and the backward movement of the boat is in 
fact opposed by the· forces bei?g generated at the oarlock, 
the net effect of the movement of the oarsmen is to dampen 
the effect on boat velocity of the forces being generated at 
the oarlock. In a practical sense this velocity reduction_ 
would be more pronounced if the oarsmen were tq.;he drivi?g 
Dff the stretchers before the blade is anchore~. 12 One 
additional consideration that should be taken into account 
9 Pope, p. 121. 
1
°F. Celentano and others, "Mechanical Aspects of 
Rowing," Journal of _Applied Physiology, 36:643, June, 1974. 
11Williams,. p. 88. 
12John R. Bodine, Rowinf: From the ~ottom !!E_, 
(Spectator Publishing Co., 197 ), p:--!"3-Z:-
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in this discussion is that the oaT is in an tnefficien·t 
-
pqsition at the ~atch. Only the forcef gene~ated .at the 
~ 
oarlock that act in the direction o~ boat movement cause 
increases in velocity. At the catch a. great amount of wo·rk 
is.lost in forces acting perpendicular to the lo~g axis of 
the shell. A practi.cal apP.lication of this would be to ke·e·p 
the angular length of stroke short, in order to oe· ·as effi ... 
. "bl 13 c1ent ~s poss1 e. 
We know that as the velocity increases· the ·drag on 
the boat increa~es in proportion to the square ~fits velo-
city. 14 ' 15 At the same time, .as the velocity increases 'it 
becomes more difficult to generate forces at ~he ~poon .of 
the oar because of the increased velocity of the· water'. With 
this in mind it might be .expected that the ·increase ·in velo-
c~ ty would diminish after the initial rapid increa·se ,; ,A look 
at the velocity/time curves does not reveal any marked c~a~ge 
in the rate of velocity increase (acceleration), until the· 
middle to ·end of the upper body driv~ phase. Perhaps the·· 
increased efficiency of the oar due to its position in rela-
tion to the lo~g axis of the boat, is a partial ~xplanation 
for the continued increase in velocity thro~gho·ut most _of 
the drive phase. As the oars approach bei~g perpendicular 
13 Rulffs, p. 56. 14G . 39 ra1nger, p. • 
. 
15Thomas A. McMahon, "Rowing A Similarity Analysis," 
Science, 173:350, July, 1971. · 
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to the long axis of the boat (latter part of the lei drive 
phase) a much greater portion of the force acts in the direction 
of the boat .·movement thus continui~g the rapid velocity 
increase. 
Examination of the velocity/time curves indicate that 
instantaneous velocity exceeds average velocity at a point 
somewhere in the middle of the upper body drive phase. Sub-
jectively, it_also appears that change in boat velocity 
(acceleration) is greater during the last two-thirds of the 
drive phase than during any other part of the stroke cycle. 
This agrees with Ishiko's observation that maximum accelera-
tion occurred as the .force on the oar reached its maximum 
d . h d. 16 uri~g t e rive. 
Near the' middle of the upper body drive phase the 
velocitf curves b~gin to ·show a leveli~g off of the velocity. 
This can probably be explained by the fact that due to the· 
position of the oar in relation to the bo~t, the efficiency 
is ~gain low. In addition, the methods of data analysis 
m~ght well have contributed to the leveli~g off of the velo-
city. The upper body phase was said to ·end when the blade 
first began to rotate for the feather at the finish. In 
fact the forces on the oar causi~g boat movement probably 
reached zero before the start of blade movement out of the 
water. The exact point was impossible to determine. 
16T. Ishiko ,. "Biomechanlcs of Rowing, n- Bioine'c11a·n·ics II, ed. J. Vredebregt and J. Wartenweiler, Medicine· and Sport, 
vol. VI (Basel, Switzerland: S Karger AG, 1971), p. 252. 
,-
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The· ·vel'oci ty curves ·also tend to show a slight 
increase in velocity during the transition where there are 
theoretically no positive forces acting on the boat. This 
can again be explained partially by the methods of an~lysis. 
It was rather difficult to determine precisely when the hands 
actually began away because· of the short time interval between 
frames and the -slow movement of the hands at that: point. 
Therefore the transition phase and the _hands and upper body 
away phase were divided when the first obvious movement 
of the hands away from the body was observed. It may well 
be that there was a slight movement away that could not be 
observed. If ther~ was unobserved movement it might have 
caus~d an equal and opposite reaction of the boat. In 
addition, the averaging of the seven data points to ,smooth· 
the data probably masked any velocity decline over the 
re·latively short time period of the transition. 
Maximum boat velocity occurred during rec:over'y. ,Again, 
This is in ~greement with several sources. 17 ,lS,l9,zo;Zl The 
gr_eatest velocity was reached as the mass of the oarsmen was 
moving up the slide (seat movement) and before ·that mass 
started to decelerate as it approached the front stops. The· 
17Williams, p. 88. 
19Grai~ger, p. 39. 
18Rulffs, p. 56. 
20
rshiko, p. 251. 
21J. F. Wellicome, "Some Hydrodynamic Aspects of 
Rowing," R<?Wil}& A Scientific AApro·a:ch, eds. A. C. Scott and 
J. G. ·P. Williams (New York: • $. Barnes, 1967), p. 40. 
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movement of 1612 pounds (weight of oarsmen) sternwa·rd pro-
duced a pronounced f6~ward reactj.on in the 230 pound boat. 
As the mass of oarsmen decelerated near the front of the 
slide, boat velo~ity decreased as a result of the hydro-
dynamic drag on the boat. It is j.nteresting to note tha; 
the velocity of the mass of the oarsmen in relation to the 
shell is zero at the beginning of ·the transition and again 
just before the catch. Thus the shell velocity and the ve1o-
. f th t 1 h · 22 city o e mass cen er are equa at t ese points. It is 
also interesting to. realize that during the entire recovery 
the center of gravity of the system (shell plus oarsmen) con-
tinues to decelerate since the only interaction between the 
system and the water is negative (water and air resistance). 23 
·This becomes important when it is considered that the ·actual 
major bbjective of a crew in a race is to propel the center 
of gravity of the system a~ rapidly as possible. 
Amp·1i·tude 
If the maximum and minimum velocities re.lated to the 
average velocity/time curve are considered to be equally 
distributed about the mean (v = 20. 49 feet per second), _the· 
velocity variation is calculated at '! 21.52 percent. This 
+ value corresponds closely to the - 20 percent s~ggested bi 
Pope. 24 Pope's calculations wete based on an average velocity 
22Pope, p. 121. 
24 Pope, p . 12 8 . 
23w·11· i 1ams, p. 85. 
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of 18.28 feet per second. 25 von Groddeck repo!ted a velocity 
variation of !25 percerlt, however, he did not state ~h~ 
avera·ge velocity which was utilized as a refer·ence. Cer-
+ tainly the -21.52 percent variation reported in this study 
is consi~erably more than the 4 percent variation calculated 
26 by Celentano and his colleagues. Further, the average 
amplitude for the trials in the current study is 8.85 feet 
per second. This is considerably more ~han the 3 to 4 feet 
per second mentioned by Wellicome. 27 
In furthex:, analysis of the present data it wa·s ·found 
that t]:ie velocity did not vary equally abqut the· mean. The 
average minimum velocity for all trials was -24.40 per·cent. 
and the average maximum velocity was +18. 58 per·cerit of the· · 
average velocity. In terms of the drag forces on the· bo'at, 
it will be easier to accelerate the boat when it is moving 
at a relatively slow velocity than at a h~gh velocity. 
Therefore, the smaller variation of the ·maximum velocity 
from the mean can be attributed to increased .drag forces· 
limiting this value. 
Contrary to expectations, a significant relationshi'p 
was not :f;ound between stroke rate and amplitude ·er= _.34). 
25K. H. von Groddeck, "Boat Technique, n ·pr·o'c·e·e·d1Ii~s of Rowing Coaches Cl'in'ic (Philadelphia, 1967)-, Sponsoredy U.S. Olympic Development CQmmittee, p. 2. 
26 Celentano, p. 646. 
27Wellicome, p. 38. 
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Therefore, the hypothesis that increased· stToke ·rate would 
result in a reduced amplitude and a more efficienj:. stroke 
was not supported. 
Stroke-Rate Average Velocity Relationship 
A significant relationship of r = .66 was found 
betwe·en stroke ra:te and average velocity. The value ·of this 
correlation coefficient is interesting since a relationshi~ 
between·these variables is common knowledge and it is also 
known that successful crews have rowed at relatively low · . 
stroke rates. Therefore, it appears that, strok~ rate held 
constant, other variables (such as crew technique ·and equip-
ment) are critical to the production of high aver·~ge ·velo-
cities. 
Both time for the drive phase and time for therecoY~ 
ery·_ phas-e· . .decreased· with. 'increasing,_= ~'tr-~.ke. ··r.ate:.' Roat 
velocity tended to increase with stroke rate. · Examination· 
of the data shows a s~gnificant correlation betweeri stToke · 
rate and percentage of total time for the ·drive ·phase (r = 
• 70). In addition, there was a significant n~gative cor·re-· 
lation between stroke rate and time for the ·drive ·pha·se 
(r = .- • 61). Therefore, it seems increa·sed boat velocity wa·s 
bro~ght about by both a greater application of force ·during 
the drive phase (greater a~gular velocity of the· ·oars) and 
the exertion of force over a greater percent~ge of the ·time 
for the ·stroke cycle. This finding points to_ the 1Iflportance 
of both power training and endurance traini~g for successful 
crew performance. 
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Phases of the Stroke Cycle 
- ---,-
Leg· drive. Time for the leg drive remained at a constant .·45 
second as average velocity increased. At the ·same time, the· 
percentage of total time spent on the leg drive increased 
with this same increase in average velocity (r = .73). This 
suggests that boat velocity is increased by spending more 
total time exerting force with the legs. Also, this findi~g 
may indicate that there is a limi~ as to how rapidly the oars-
men can complete knee and hip extension as resistance is 
increased ·with increased velocity. This is s~pported by 
studies indicating that muscular force decreased as speed 
f 1 h . . d 28,29 o muse es orten1ng increase • 
Since the concept of a greater amount of total time 
spent on leg drive seems at first glance to ,be confusi~g an 
example should be an aid in clarification. From Table 5 tpe 
a~erage percentage of total· time spent performi~g th,e l~g· 
drive was 28.08 percent for the average of the sloweit four 
average velocities (19. 8 7 ft/ sec) • At the highest four. 
aver~ge velocities, 21.03 feet per second, the percentage ·of 
total time for the leg drive was 30.43 percent. So for a 
28Louis R. Osterriig, "Optimal Isokinetic "Loads and 
Velocities Producing Muscular Power in Human Subjects," 
Archives of Ph,sical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 56:4:1~2-
155, Aprir;- 19 s. ---
29P. V. Komi, "Measurement of the Force-Velocity Re-
lationship in Human Muscle Under Concentric and Eccentric 
Contractions," Biomechanics III, eds. S. Cerquiglini, A. 
Venerando, and J. Wartenweiler, Medicine and Sport, VIII, 
(Baltimore: University Park Press, 1973), p. 228. 
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given one minute period, 16. 8 5 seconds wo·uld b_e spent per-
forming the leg drive under the low average velocity condi-
tions and 18.26 seconds would be spent performing the 1eg 
drive under the high average velocity conditions. From the 
data presented in this study, it can be seen that one means 
of accomplishing this is a higher rate of stroking. With 
this higher stroke rate a lower percentag& of time ·is ~pent 
on the recovery and a higher percentage ~f time is spent on 
the leg drive phase. 
Upper ·body drive. The times for the upper body drive phase of 
the stroke were found to decrease as the velocity fn'creased. 
In addition there was a s.ignificant negative corre-
lation (r = -.63) between time for the upper· body drive 
phase and velocity. This data suggests that a more ·rapid 
upper body drive phase with its resultant increase in powe·r 
is at least partially· responsible for increased shell velo-
city. ·-In addition the increased velocity of the watei past 
the boat would necessitate an even more rapid upper· oo·dy 
drive phase in order to generate forces on the oar. 
In a like manner, the negative relationships between 
time for leg drive and time for the upper body drive and 
between percent of tot~l time for the two variables, can be 
explained by the more rapid upper body drive with increased 
velocity while time and percent of total time for leg drive 
was not significantly changed. Also the significant negative 
correlations between percent of total time for upper body 
I 
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drive phase and percent of total time for the l~i drive can 
be explained in the same manner. 
Total drive. It is interesting to note ~hat neither the leg 
drive phase nor the upper body drive phase was significantly 
related to stroke rate; however, when combined (total drive)' 
there was a significant negative correlation. This negative 
correlation between stroke rate and the time for the drive 
phase is evidence that increases in stroke ·rate are ·acc·om-
plished in part, by a decrease in the time for the <lrive 
phase. A faster rate of stroking necessitates· that ·t1me be· 
made up wherever possible duri~g the cycle. 
The significant negative correlation bet'wee·n time · 
for the drive phase and velocity can be explain_ed in rel a tlon 
to force application. Increased velocity is brought about 
by an increase in the a~gular v.eloci ty (greater· force)' of 
the oars and ,therefore is associated with a decrease 1n 
time for the drive phase. 
The relationship between velocity and time ·for the·· 
drive phase ~gain points out the necessity of great enipha·sis 
on power traini~g as opposed .to training for pure ·strength. 
The increased velocity create·s. greater drag which ·in t;urn 
demands. greater force to maintain that velocity. At ·tne ·same 
time the increased .velocity demands a. greater' a~gular velo-
city of the oar. Thus a greater ~orce applied over less· 
time demands a great power output. This is in partial ~gree-
ment with Pope .who calculated relatively low aver~ge force 
.,. 
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values (71' pounds) but h~gh 'power levels (1.12 horsepower) 
1 d h .. . d 1 29 re ate, to is rowi~g mo e . This is also supported by 
data from Ishiko who measured peaJc forces perpendicular to 
the oar of between 80 and 100 kilogr·ams (176 to 220 pounds). 
Ishiko's data was taken from force·measurement of oarsmen 
. f d 42 k . . 30 rowing at rates o 38 an stro es per minute. 
A subjective look at Ishiko 's force ·output curves· ·indi-
cates that the peak forces occurred very early in the force 
application (leg drive) . ·3 l It appears that these· ·forces 
occurred when the ·boat velocity was at its lowest· value." The· 
present study indicated a rapid boat acceleration (acceler-
ation is related to force) duri~g this same period. The·se 
/ 
findings point to, a need for resistive powe·r exercise·s· ·spe-
cific to the l~gs thro~gh the range of motion common for 
rowing. In contrast to the ri~gative correlation betwe·e·n 
stroke rate and time for the total drive, the correlation 
between stroke rate and percent of tota1···time for the 'drive 
- phase is positive~ This positive relationship indicatei that 
as stroke rate increases the percent of total time for ·the 
·drive phase also increases. This findi~g see·ms to be· asso-
ciated with the significant relationship between stroke rate 
and average velocity, since a greater percentage of total 
time spent performing the drive phase would result in an 
-increased average velocity. 
29' Pope, p. 127. 30 Ishiko, p. 250. 
31Ibid. 
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The significant positive relationships betwe·en both 
the times and percents of total time for the upper body dri_ve 
phase and the total drive phase is a reflection th~t a &!eat 
de~l of the time made up during the· drive phase is made up by 
a more rapid force application during the upper body drive 
phase. Again it is thought that this occurs because the high 
forces required to overcome inertia during the early portion 
of the leg drive limit the speed in which the 1eg drive ·can 
occur. At the .sam~ time the greater angular velocity of the 
oar necessary for continued force application nec·es·sitates a 
more rapid power application during the upper· oo·dy. drive 
phase shortening the ~ime for this phase. 
The correlation between time for the ·total drive ·and 
time for the hands and upper body away phase 'is probably an 
indication of the fact that as aver·~ge \re loci ty increases· the 
time for both these phases decrease~ in a similar fas~ion. 
The significant n~gative correlation oe·twe·e·n the· ·per·ceiit for 
drive phase and the .percent for the ·transition m~ght' be· · 
expected when it is considered tha·t the· ·per'cen·t~ge of total 
time increased for the drive phase ·as the· stroke ·rate 
increased and ·the percent~ge of total time for the ·transition 
had a tendency to decrease. In addition the· same ·relationship 
would be expected .to occur between· per·cen·t of total time ·for 
the drive phase and time for the ·transition, since the· ·time · 
for transition has a significant negative relationship wi'th 
stroke rate. 
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Transition. Th,e s~gnificant n~gative relationship betweert 
time for the transition phase and str6ke ~ate, and the posi~ 
tive relationships between time and percen·t of the transition 
phase and time and percent of total recovery, in addition to 
the negative relationship between stroke rate and both time 
and percent of total time for recover"y, indicate that a;· 
shortenj.ng of the transition phase is a res·u1 t of increased 
stroke rate. 
The significant n~gative correlation be·twe·en percent 
of total time for the transition and pe~ce:Iit -0£ total time 
for the hands and upper body phase may be an additional 
reflection of the difficulty in determining ex·actly when one 
phase ended and the 9ther phase b~gan. 
Hands and up·p·er· ho'dy ·away. Al tho'!-lgh the· ·correlation betwe·e·n 
hands and qpper body away and stroke ·rate ·wa·s not ·s~·gn:i:f.icant, 
again a tendency to spend less time duri?1g the· ·individual 
phases of the recovery as the· stroke ·rate lnc.rease·s ·can .be· 
observed. Both time and percent of total time for the hands 
and upper body, away phase showed a significant n~gati.ve · 
correlation with boat velocity. A fas.ter· ·performance ·of the 
hands and upper bo·dy away movements may .relate to increased 
average velocity in that t)l.ey will bring about an earlier and 
more pronounced opposite reaction of the bo·at res·u1 ti?J,g in 
acceleration and a h~gher boat velocity during this phase; 
The significant n~gative correlation he·twe·e·n percent 
of total time for the, hands and upper body away phase ·and 
.----------------------------- -- ---
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per·ce:rit ·of the ·to·tal time ·for the· ·seat movement is~ a reflection 
of the ·fact ·that the percentage of total time for the hands. 
and upper body away phase decreases, and the percent~ge of 
total ~ime for the seat movement phase increases, with 
increasing velocity. In addition, it was observed that with 
increasing velocity the time for the hands and upper body 
away phase decreased proportionately_ greater than time for 
seat movement. 
Seat m·ov-ement. The significant correlation between time for 
seat movement and total time for the recovery period ~as 
expected since seat movement comprises the la!gest s~gment 
of the recovery period. Given the significant n~gative 
correlation between total recovery time and stroke rate 
(r = -.95), it is understandable that there also existed 
a significant n~gative co~relation between time for s~at 
movement and stroke rate. The relationship betwe·e·n time 'for 
seat movement and percent of total time for recover'y can be· 
explained in the same way. 
The significant n~gative relationship between time· 
for seat movement and percent of total time ·for the drive 
phase is easily understood when the relationship between 
these two variables and stroke rate is examined. As ·stToke 
rate increased, the percent of total time for the drive 
phase increased and the total time for the seat movement 
phase decreased'. Therefore it follows that ther·e would 
exist a n~gative relationship be~ween these two variables. 
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Blades.to water. No s~gnificant correlations were found to 
exist between the blades to water phase and either velocity 
or stroke rate. However it was observed that the time for 
this phase did decrease as the velocity increased. In addi-
tion the time for this phase was found to decrease as stroke 
rate increased UJ1til it reached a low of .131 second at which 
it remained as the rate further increased. This s~ggests 
that because of the need to acceleiate ·the blade in relation 
to the water at the catch the time for blades to water phase 
decreased -s·light'ly- a-s-- velocity increased. However because 
of the difficuLty of .. coordinating this movement, and the even 
more difficult task of e~ght oarsmen coordinati~g this phase 
together, there is a limit as to how ·rapidly this· mov·eme:rit 
can occur. 
The s~gnificant relationships that wer·e ·found between 
the blades to water phase and the time and per·cent of total 
time for recovery are explained by the fact thit this phise 
is a part of the recovery. The significant .·relationship 
between time for the blades to water phase.and percent of 
total time for the drive is again explained by the ·fact tha'.t 
as stroke rate increases the. percent of total time ·for the 
drive phase increases and the time for ·the· 'blades· to water· 
phase decreases. 
To·tal' ·r·e·c·o.ve·ry. As was stated be~ore; the· significant n~ga· 
tive relationships between stroke rate and time and percent 
of total time for the recovery phase ·are an indication that 
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the major -por-tion -ef the -t-ime-decr-ease -that ·occurs --as stroke 
rate increases, occurs duri~g the recovery. The stroke rate 
is being increased chiefly by a more rapid recovery. 
If the significant n~g.ative correlation bet'ween time 
for recovery and velocity is considered in conjunction with 
the significant negative.relationship betwe~n· velocity and 
time for the drive phase a pattern starts to appear. A more 
rapid drive phase results in_ greater· force ·application, and 
the shorter recovery period indicates that fo.rce is applied 
more often in any_ given tim~ 'inter·val. Thtis, ~gain we· ·se·e· · 
evidence of a relationship between stroke ·rate and velocity. 
The final s~gnificant correlation tlurt wa·s found was 
the n~gative relationship betwe·e·n percent ·of total time ·for· 
the drive 'phase and total time 'for the· recove.r·y. This 
,I 
relationship is explained by the· fact that as .st-rake ·rate 
increases the percent of total time ·for the· 'drive ·phase· 
increases and :the time for the rec·overy phase ·dec·reases·. 
Therefore, the stated correlation is a result of both · 
variables bei~g s~gnificantly related to stroke ·rate.· 
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
It was the purpose of this study to examine the 
effect of stroke rate changes on the velocity/time curve of 
a rowing shell. More specifically, this study attempted to 
relate boat velocity/time curves obtained at rowing rates of 
37, 39, and 41 strokes per minute to average boat velocity. 
In addition, this study examined the movements of the oars-
men and oars (phases of the stroke cycle) and determined the 
time intervals f,or these movements during the drive and 
recovery phases. These time intervals were in turn related 
to the velocity/time curve of the shell. The 1976 Olympic 
eight oared crew was the subject of this study and was filmed 
at their training site approxim~tely two months prior to com-
petition in the Montreal Olympics. The data was collected 
from 16 mm film of the crew towi~g ~ix trials each at target 
stroke rates of 37, 39, and 41 strokes per minute. Each 
trial was approximately 200 meters lo~g with the order of 
occurrence of the 18 target stroke rates randomly determined 
and assigned in advance. Targets placed at specific points 
on the gunnels of the shell were· used as references and their 
movement and relationship measured by use of a Vanguard 
Motion Analyzer making it possible .to :cal·culate· :frame ·by .frame 
displacement of the shell. Camera film rate was calibra~ed 
83 
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at 70, ..f.r·ame5-per-second ,.ancl _the·_....resulting time betw.een 
adjacent film frames utilized to calculate instantaneous 
boat velocities. These velocity valqes were plotted for 
each trial by use of a Tektronix computer terminal, and a 
cubic spline curve fit to the data points. Curve ·amplitude,· 
average velocity, minimum velocity, maximum velocity, and 
stroke rate were calculated for each trial. In addition, 
the time intervals for l~g drive, upper body drive, transi-
tion, hands and upper body away, seat movement, and blades 
to· ,water phases were determined and marked on the curve. A 
correlation matrix containi~g time and percerit of total time 
for ~h~ phases of the stroke cycle, stroke rate, aveiage boat 
velocity, and amplitude was constructed in order to ex·amine 
the relationships betweeri these variables. 
In analyzing the data it was found that bo·at velocity 
continued to decline ·after the catch ·and re'1ched its minJmum 
value 27 percent into the l~g drive ·phase. This velocity 
depression was followed by a rapid velocity lncrease ·that 
continued thro~gh the remainder of the l~g drive and the · 
early part of the upper body drive ·phase. The velocity curve 
was found to level off during the latter part of the ·uppei 
body drive phase and throughout the transition phase.· Thi·s 
was followed by another rapid velocity increase ·duri~g the· 
arms and upper body away phase and the first half of th.e ·seat 
movement phase. Boat veloc;ty reached its· .maximum approxi-
mately in the middle of ·the seat movenierit phase." yelocity 
was found to decrease ·as the oarsmen approache'd the ·front 
-~ -~ 
-j 
J. 
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stops--duri~g the--last -half-of -t-he·-s-eat·-mov·ement pltas-e ·and 
continued to decrease through ·the· blades ·to· water· phase a~d 
the catch for the next stroke. It was ·found that ·the· ·mini-
mum and maximum velocities were not equally distributed· from 
the mean but were an aver?,ge of -24. 40 .pe:r·cent and +18·. 58 
percent of the average velocity. 
Contrary to expectations no s:i:gnificant .relationshfp 
was found between stroke rate and ·amplitude ·er = .• 34), nor 
was a significant relationship found to exist be·twe·e·n aver·age 
velocity and amplitude (:r = • 41). A s}:gnificant .relati"onship 
was found to exist .betwe·e·n stroke ·rate ·and .velocity ·(r = .·• 66). 
The • 05 level of s~gnificance ·er = • 48) wa·s utillzed thr'o'!,lgh-· 
out the study. 
The followi~g summ.ary pres·ents· the· ·important ·s~·gnifi· 
cant positive correlations ·found to exis't te·tw:e·e·n variables·: 
1. velocity and percent of to·tal time ·for· 1~g· ·dr:t.ve 
(r = .• 73) 
2. stroke rate and per·cent ·of total ·time ·for· the · 
drive phase ·er = .• 70) 
3. time for the transition and time ·for total 
recovery ( r = .74) 
4. percent of total time for tn.e· ·transition and 
percent for recovery (r = .66) 
The fol.lowi~g summarizes· the· important -s~·gn:tf:tcant 
negative correlations found to exist ·be·tw:e·e·n variao.les: 
1. velocity and time for the· ·upper body dr.ive ·phase· 
(r = -.63) 
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2. time for the 1~g drive and time for the upper 
body drive ·er= ·-.76) 
3. percent of total time 'for .l~g drive and percent 
.. 
of total time for the· upper bo·dy dr.ive · 
(T = - • 71) 
4. velocity and time for the ·complete ·drive. phase 
· (r = -.66) 
5. stroke rate and time ·for the· ·complete ·drive ·phase 
(r = -.61) 
6. stroke rate ·and time ·for the ·transition (r = - • 64) 
7. time for the hands and upper body away and 
velocity (r = -.75) 
8. percent of total time ·for the· hands and upper· 
body away and velocity (r = .-.57) 
9. time for seat movement and stroke rate ·er= -.64) 
10. time for complete tecovery and stroke ·rate · 
(r = .- • 95) 
11. perc~nt of total time for the· ·complete· ·reco.very 
and stroke rate (r = -.70) 
12. total time for recovery and velocity (r = -.54) 
CONCLUSIONS 
Within tp.e limitations ·of this ·study, the· ·autho·r 
concludes the ~ollowi~g: 
1. The minimum shell velocity occurs "2 7 per·cent into 
the leg drive phase ·of the stroke and the· max"imum she·11 velo-
city occurs as the ·oarsmen are moving up the ·slide ·on the· 
., 
.. ,. : 
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recovery. ~ 
2. The minimum and maximum velocity values of the· 
velocity/time curve do not vary eq·ually about the ·average 
velocity. The minimum velocity value is al ways ·further from 
the average velocity then the maximum velocity value. 
3. Sliell aver~ge velocity is positively related to 
stroke rate. 
4. The amplitude of the velocity/time ·curve ·of the 
rowing shell is not significantly related to stToke· ·rate,· or 
\ to the average velocity of the she'll. 
5. Boat velocity can be 'increa·sed by spen.ding mor·e 
total time exerting forc6 with ·the ·1~gs. 
6. A more rapid upper· body drive ·phase ·with .its · 
resultant increase in powe·r· is partially responsible ·£or· 
increased shell velocity. 
7. When the ·stroke rate ·is increased, time 'is· made 
~p during all phases of the stroke ·cycle but the_ ·greates·t 
percent~ge of time is made up duri~g the· ··rec·overy. 
8. Average velocity increa·ses· are related· to a· more 
rapid application of power and a sho·rter· time ·for rec·over'y. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The followi~g are sugges·tions ·for furthe·r res·e:ar-cli':' 
1. A comparison of the ·velocity/time ·curves· ·of crews· 
who row different styles. 
2. · .A study of the effec·t of cha~ges in the· ·mechanical 
r~ggi~g of the boat on the velocity/time ·curve:·· 
88 
3. An examination of oar angular velocity and its 
relationship to the phases ·of the ·stroke ·cycle and the 
velocity/time curve. 
4. A study of the velocitr./time curves· in conjunc-
tion with measurements of force at the oar lock, force ~t ·the 
foot stretchers, and/Qr the use of an acceler·omefer to 
directly record boat acceleration. 
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204 
208 
212 
216 
220 
~!24 
228 
232 
FILES ASCJ::C 
P1:.::I. 
APPENDIX A 
. . 
COMPUTER'PROGRAM 
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GOSUB BOOO 
DIM XC150JrYC150J,D[150J,B[150J,G[150J,AC150,3J,C[150J 
READ El,T9,E9,F,E2 . 
F~EAD D1 
E1=E:L/F 
PRINT •A SCALE POSITION INTERVALOF a,F,•EQUALS ONEFOOTa 
PRINT ·ABSOLUTE POSITION ERROR IS •,E1,•FEETd 
PRINT ·TIME INTERVAL rs·~r9;•+ OR - •;£9,•sECONDS" 
J 
I I 
I 
\\ 
I J ! 
I 
I· 
J I 
236 
240 
244 
248 
PRINT 
PRINT "------------------------------------------------------M 1 
F;RINT • SCALE POSITION·•,• SPEED (FT/SEC>•," SPEED ERROR• 
?I:"? 
-.:1-
256 
260 
264 
268 
272 
276 
280 
284 
288 
292 
296 
300 
304 
308 
312 
·316 
320 
324 
328 
332 
336 
340 
344 
348 
352 
356 
360 
364 
368 
372 
374 
375 
376 
380 
PRINT•------------·------.---------------------------------• 
S=O 
M=O 
N==O 
T=O 
PRINT Div 
V1.=D1/T9 
V1=V1/F 
IF M>V.:I. THEN 'i.<12 
M=V1 
E3==SQR((1.414*E1/(Vl*i9>)-2t(E9/T9)-2t(E2/F)-2>*V1 
IF N>10 THEN 304 - · . 
PRINT V1,E3 
S=S+V1 
N=Ntl 
Y[NJ=V1 
XCNJ=T 
T=TtT9 
READ D2 
IF [12<0 THEN 344 
D1=D2 
IF N>11 THEN 276 
GOTO 272. 
PRINT 
PRINT •NUMBER OF DISPLACEMENTs•,N 
PRINT 
PRINT ·• AVERAGE SPEED u, S/N,, "FT /SEC• 
PRINT 
N_1=N 
D6=D2 
GOSUB 450 
GOSUB E.?003 
GOSUB 8002 
D2=D6 
IF D2=-1 THEN 216 
t 
, , 
,, 
I , 
i, 'I ij I I 
I ' 
:;a4 
450 
45:{ 
4~i6 
4:=_:;9 
460 
46'l 
462 
4b3 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
·471 
472 
473 
474 
480 
483 
486 
48'? 
492 
·495 
496 
498 
501 
504 
507 
510 
513 
514-
516 
519 
522 
525 
526 
528 
530 
531. 
°'532 
533 
534 
535 
5:{q 
537 
538 
558 
561 
564 
567 
570 
573 
576 
' 
9.2 STOP 
. REM-- INPUT THE NUMBER OF DATA P0INTS,N1 PRINT "INPUT I OF TIME INTERVALS & REL~Ti0E -INTERVAL SIZEn 
l~!PUT Z,Zl 
GOSUB 8003 
M=Ml.72 
WO=M · 
W1=100 
~J2=0 
FOR I=N TO 1 STEP ~1. 
YCitlOJ=YCIJ/M 
XCI+10J=<I+10)/~Nt15) 
NEXT I 
FOR I=1 TO 10 
YCIJ=YtN+IJ . 
X[IJ=I/(Nti5) 
YCI+10+NJ=YCI+10J 
xcr+1o+NJ=<r+1o+N>l<N+1s> 
NEXT I 
N=Nt15 
FOR ~=1 TON 
Pl=XCIJ-.004 
P2=YCIJ 
P3=1 
GOSUB 8001. 
Pl=XCI]+.004 
P2=YCJ:J 
P3=2 
GOSUB 80()1 
P1=XtIJ 
P2=YC I J-- + 004 
P3=1 
oosua B001 
P1=XCIJ 
P2=Yt I J·f-+ 004 
·p~:::2 
GOSUB 8001 
NEXT I 
GOSUB 2000 
REM-- IS DESIRED, Q 
Nl=INT(N/2) 
F.OR ,!=1 TO N1 
Y9=0 
FOR J=1 TO Z 
Y9=Y9tYCZ*I-Z+JJ 
NEXT J 
YCIJ=Y9/Z 
XCiJ=CI-1/2)*2/N 
NEXT I 
REM-- s rs THE LENGTH OF EACH SUBINTERVAL 
S=XC2J-XC1J 
REM-- SPECIFY CURVATURE AT XC1> AND XCN) TO BE 0 
REM-- GENERATE AND SOLVE TRIDIAGONAL 
REM-- SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS.TO 
REM-- DETERMINE C(!), THE CURVATURE AT REM-- XCI), FOR I= 2,3, ••• Nl-1 
I, 
I 
,\ 
! 
" i j i 
I[ 
' 
., 
: i 
579 
582 
58~i 
SEIB 
591 
594 
597 
600 
603 
606 
609 
612 
615 
618 
621 
624 
627 
630 
633 
636 
639 
642 
645 
648 
651 . 
654 
657 
660 
6b3 
666 
669 
672 
675 
678 
681" 
684 
687 
-690 
693 
696 
699 
Cl:1J=O 
CCNl.J==O 
N~-=Nj. -1 
At2,:··>'.:f::::1 
·Ac:N, :I. ]:::1 
AC2,::?.Jr.:4 
AEN,2:t=-~4 
FOf< I,=:~ TO N-:1. 
ACK,1J=1 
ACK,3J=1 
ACK,2J==4 
NEXT K 
GOTO 6:1.8 
FOR I=2 TO N . 
DCIJ=6*CYCI+1J-2*YEIJ+YEI-1J)/CS*S) 
GOTO 630 
PRINT I,DCIJ 
NEXT I 
BC2J=4 
GC2J==DC2J/4 
"FOR I=3 TO N 
BCIJ=4-(1/B[I-1J) 
GCIJ==CDCIJ-G[I-lJ)/B[IJ 
NEXT I 
GOTO 663 
PRINT • 
PRINT UTHE C'S+••••••••••••••••••••u 
PRINT 
CCNJ==GCNJ 
FOR I=N-1 TO 2 STEP -1 
CEIJ=GCIJ-CCI+1J/BCIJ 
GOTO 678 
PRINT I11CC:IJ 
NEXT I 
24==1 
M1=0 
M7=0 
M2=1 
Z2=Z1*CXC2J-XC1J) 
Z3=XCN1j 
F'1=XC1J 
702 P2=YC1J 
' 705 IF 24=1 TI-IEN 711 
~08 P2=.72*<3*D3*Q*Q+2*D2*Q+D1-M8)/(M2-M8) 
71:l P3=1 
714 GOSUB 8001 
717 P3=2 
720 FOR Q=XC1J+Z2 TO 23 STEP 22 
723 FOR 1=2 TO Ni 
726 IF Q(XCIJ THEN 732 
729 GOTO 738 
'732 M=I-1 . 
'735 GOTO 741 
7'38 NEXT I 
93 
741 
744 
747 
750 
753 
756 
759 
762 
765 
768 
771 
774 
777 
780 
783 
786 
789 
792 
795 
798 
801 
804 
807 
810 
813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 
819 
820 
821 
822 
830 
831 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
840 
841 
842 
843 
844 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
860 
870 
880 
' . 
REM-- Q LIES IN INTERVAL <X<M>rX<M+1>>· 
REM-- FIND <X<M+!)-Q) AND (Q--X<M>> 
R=X CM+ :I. J-.. C~ 
L=·c~-XL:MJ 
D3=-CCMJ/(6*S>tCCM+1J/(6*S> 
D2=CCMJ*XCM+1J/(2*S)-CCM+lJ*XCMJ/(S*2> 
H1=-CCMJ*XCM+1J*XCM+1J/C2*S> 
H2=C[Mt1J*XCMJ*XCMJ/C2*S) 
H3=YtMt1J/S-YCMJ/S 
H4=CtMJ*S/6-CCMt1J*S16 
D1=H1+H2tH3+H4 
H1=CCMJ*R*R*RIC6$S)+CtM+1J*L*L*L/(6*S> 
H2=YCMJ*R1StY(Mt1J*L/S 
H3=CCMJ*S*R/6tCCM+1J*S*L/6 
H=H1+H2-H3 
·p1=Q 
P2=H 
M3=3*D3*Q*G+2*D2*QtD1 
IF Mi>Mi THEN 801 . 
M1=M3 
IF M7(M3 THEN 807 
M7=M3 
IF 24=1 THEN 8:1.3 
P2= .·72* (·3)l{D3*Ql!<CH2>.'<rt2*tH·tl1 ·-MB)/< M2-M8) 
GOSUB 8001 
IF i\ll<H THEN 816 
Wl=H 
IF W2>H THEN 818 
W2=H 
NEXT Q 
M2=M1 
M8=M7 
Z4=Z4+:J. 
IF ··Z4<3 THEN 860 
Wl=WU<WO 
W2=W2*WO 
FOR 1=1 TO 25 
Pl=.04*I-.02 
P2=-.72*M8/CM2-M8) 
P3=1 
GOSUB 8001 
P1=.04$I 
P2=~.72*M8/(M2-M8) 
P3=2 
GOSUB 800:1. 
NEXT I 
P1=0 
P2=.1· 
P3=1 
94 
l. 
:J 
~ 
,,, 
· 111 
. ~ 
t I 
'[:J 
I· 
I 
. 
' ~ ' l. 
I: 
I , t 
I ' 
I : 
. 
! 11 I I, 
' I 
I • 
,I 
I 
I 
. I 
.... 
•• 
GOSUB 8001 I j! 
PRINT• VEL+MIN=•;w1p•VEL+MAX=•;w2;•AMPLITUDE=•;w2-W1fLIN<1);a, 1 
ENTER 255,D5,D$ , 
IF 24<3 THEN 699 , !, 
REM-- CALCULATINGVALUE OF DERIVATIVE AT Q 
890, 
900 
910 
920 
2000 
2010 
2100 
2110 
· 2120 
2130 
2140 
2:1.50 
2160 
2170 
. 21.80 
H1=-C[MJ*R*R/(2*S> H2=C[M+1J*L*L/C2*S> H3=(YCM+1J-Y[MJ)/S-C~[Mt1J-CCMJ>*S16 RETURN REM---- ROUTINE TO PLOT AVERAGE VELOCITY REM-------- AND T- AND U-AXES FOR I==1 TO 50 
Pl.=. 02*:C-· + 01 
P2=S/((N-l.5>*M> 
P3=1 
GOSUB 800l. 
F'l=.02*J: 
R2=S/ ( ( N-·l.5) *M) 
P3=2 . 
GOSUB 800:t. 
95 
,2190 
2200 
221:0 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2280 
2300 
NEXT J: REM---- THAT'S THE AVERAGE VELOCITY, NOW FOR THE TIME AXIS 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
2400 
2410 
2420 
2430 
244"0 
2450 
2460 
.._ 2470 
2480 
2490 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 
2599 
8000 
8001 
8002 
8003 
8004 
Pl=O 
P2=0 
p3::::1 
GDSUB 8001 
P1==1 
P2=<> 
P3'=2 
GOSUB B001 REM---- AND NOW FOR THE VELOCITY AXIS Pl=O 
P2=0 
P3=1 
GOSUf.t 8001 
Pl==O 
F'2?+72 
P3=~! 
GOSUB 8001 REM---- AND FINALLY PUT TIC-MARCKS ON THE V-AXIS REM ------ AT 2,4,6, •• ~26 FT/SEC. FOR I=2 TO 2& STEP 2 
P1=0 
P2=I/M 
p3::: 1 
GOSUB 8001 
P1=.01 
P2=I/·M 
P3=2 
GOS\JB 8001 
NEXT I 
S9=Sl<N-15) 
R9=60/(T9*<N-15)) 
RETURN 
GOTO 825.5 
GOTO 9600 
GOTO 8440 
GOTO 8525 
GOTO 8050 
I I 
'·. : '.( 
' l l• 
: : 1 
' ' 
' 
'. 11 
, I 
I' •l 
' ·; 
I 
J 
11 
II 
'I t• I 
8()0!:i 
8006 
8007 
8008 
8()09 
801.0 
8011 
8012 
8013 
· 8018 
801.9 
8020 
8050 
8060 
8065 
8070 
8075 
8080 
8085 
809.0 
. 8095 
8100 
8105 
8110 
811!:i 
8t°20 
8125 
8130 
8!35 
8140 
81.45 
8150 
8155 
8160 
8165 
8170 
8175 
8180 
8185 
8190 
8195 
8200 
' 8;;?05 
8210 
8215 
B22Q 
B225 
8230 
8235 
8240 
8245 
8255 
8257 
GOTO 80'70 
GOTO 0:1. :1.() 
GOTO 81.50 
GOTO 0205 
GOTO 860() 
GOTO 854~5 
GOTCl 8665 
GOTO lM95 
GOTO 8800 
GOTO 8470 
GOTO 8750 
GOTO 832'.'5 REM;lc*:f<SET-UP TRANSFORMATION MATRICES 
MAT Q=IDNt3,3:J 
RETURN 
REM*****TRANSLATION ~UBR•***** 
MAT R=~DNC3, :n 
MAJ S=ZERt:5, 3J 
MAT S==O 
Rt3,1J=F'f 
RC3,2J==P2 
MAT O=S*R 
RETURN 
REM*****SCALiNG SUBR•***** MAT R= I DN C :5 ,·:,n 
MAT S==ZERt:-J, 3:t 
MAT -S=C~ 
Rt 1, l. J~-=P1 
RC2,2J=P2 
MAT Q=S*R 
RETURN . 
REM*****ROTATION SUBR***** 
MAT R=IDNC3,3:t 
MAT S=ZER[3113] 
P1=P1*<<22/7)/180) 
MAT S=Q 
f<C1,1J=C0S(P1) 
RC1,2J=SIN<P1) 
Rt2,1J=-SIN(F'l.) 
RC2,2J==C0SCP1) 
MAT Q=S*R 
RETURN 
REM********PLOTTING SUBR 
MAT R=CONC1,3J 
MAT S=ZERC1,3J 
r.:c1,1J=P1 
Rt1,2J=P2 
MAT S=R*Q 
P1=SC1,1J 
P2=Sr:1,2J 
GOTO 8001 
REM****INITIALIZATION ROUTINE 
GOSUB 8800 
96 
,, 
·' 
i 
'i 
• 
hi 
,i 
/·1· I, 
:;, 
._a.1 
'I 
',1 
. : Iii~ 
''.;· ,, 
l : 
., 
\i 
'! 
' ljf' I,\ 
I , ' 
' 
··1. 
{ qi 
___ J 
~J260 
826:1. 
8262 
8275 
8280 
: 828~i 
8287 
8325 
8326 
8327 
8328 
8330 
8335 
8340 
. 8345 
8350 
835~i 
8370 
8385 
8400 
8415 
8420 
8435 
8440 
8445 
8450 
8470 
8475 
8480 
8485 
8490 
8495 
8500 
8505 
8510 
8515 
8520 
8525 
8530 
8535 
8536 
,B;i37 
8540 
8545 
8550 
8555 
8560 
8565 
8570 
8575 
860() 
.8405 
8610 
8615 
8620 
DIM P$C128J,PC75j 
Ptl]=PC2J=PC6l=P[7J=P1=P2==0 
GOSUB 8600 
READ 11;P$C1,64J,P$C65,128J 
P0=-1 
PC 4 J:-.:p3::-~1 
RETUHN 
REM***SUBROUTINE PLOT****** IF PO>= O THEN· 8330 PRINT USING •1,~u;p$[30v30J 
P0=1 
G0SU11 8485 
IF P3=2 THEN 8345 
PRINT USING •t,A•tP$[30,30l 
PC4J=P3 
LET Pt6J=P1 
97 
LET PC7J=P2 
PC1BJ=INT<P2/32)t33 
PC3J=P2-(PC18J-33)*32f97 
LET Pt16J=INT(P1/32)+33 
PC17J=P1-CPC16J-33)*32+65 PRINT USING "l,A,A,A,A•;ps[Pt18J,Pt18JJ,P$CPC3J,PC3JJ,P$CPC1 
RETURN 
REM*****SUBROUTINE ALPHA PRINT USING •e,A•;p$[32,32J 
RETURN 
REM****SUBROUTINE CROSSHAIRS *** PRINT USING ·1~A,A·;psc2e,2SJ,PS[27,27] 
RETURN 
REM****$UBROUTINE SCALE 
IF PC5J=1 THEN 8510 LET P:L=INTCP,U<(1023/7.5)) 
LET P2~INTCP2*(780/5.625)) 
RETURN 
f1=INT<P1*1023) 
P2=INT (P2*1023 > 
RETUl~N 
REM*****SUBROUTINE PAGE 
P1=P2=0 PRINT USING u1,A,A 0 ;P$C28,28J,P$[13,13J 
FOR P9=l. TO 1000 
NEXT P9 
RETURN 
REM******VIEWPO~T SUBR **** PCSJ=P1 
·PC9J=P2 
Pt10J=P3 
PC11J==P4 
PC41J==1 
RETURN 
REM****VIEWPO.RT INITIALIZATION IF Pt5J=1 THEN 8650 
P3=7.5 
P4=5.625 
GOTO 8545 
,•. 
;•• 
'' 
'' 
\ I 
! 
' :: 
,. 
:j 
I .~ 
, I 
" 
,I 
' 
'. 
,. 
i\ 
ii 
.., 
8650 
8655 
8660 
8665 
867()-
8675 
8680 
8685 
869() 
8695 
8700 
8705 
8707 
8710 
8750 
8752 
8755 
8760 
8800 
8805 
8810 
9600 
9601 
9602 
9603 
9604 
9605 
9606 
9607 
9608 
9609 
9610 
9611" 
9612 
9613 
9614 
9615 
9616 
9617 
9618 
9619 
9620 
9621 
9622 
9623 
9624 
9625 
9626 
9627 
9628 
9629 
9630 
9631 
9632 
9633 
p:3=:I. 
P4=-•780/1023 
GOTO n::-;,,~-:; 
REH*****WINDOW INITIALIZATION 
P[12J==P1 
PC: 1:?>:l=P2 
PC:t4J=P3 
PC15J=F'4 
RETIJHN 
REM****WINDOW TO VIEWPOR! SCALING 
P1=<CP1-P[12J)/PC14J)*P[l0JtP[8J 
P2=(<P2-Pt13J)/P[15J)*PC11J+P[9J 
GOSUB 8001 
RETURN . 
REM*****TABLET. INITIALIZATION****** PRINT USING .a:Ji:,AvA• ;p!t,(28,28:1,P$[1.3,1.3J PRINT USING ai,A,A,A•;p$[28,28J,P$C34,34J,P$C21r21J 
RETURN 
REM******SET SCALE********* PC5J=P1 
RETURN 
REM-- ~osub to do cliPPin~ 
98 ·11·.·r·{ ! . 
f: 
~I 
I, 
Ii, 
i I 
i I ~ 
REM-- r Sreen 11/75 
REM-- reouirements: set P(41>=1 whenever viewPort dimensions I 'I 
, I 
' '~ 
REM--
REM--
are chan.<:.i<-?d ! & 
dimension the,arraw p() to size)51 
IF PC41J$1 THEN 9615 
LET Pt42J=P[43J=Pt44J=P[45J=O IF PC2J <= PC9JtP[11J THEN 9609 
LET PC42J=1 
IF PC2J >= P[9j THEN 9611 
LET PC43J=1 
IF Pt1J <= P[8JtPC10J THEN 9613 
LET PC44J==1 
IF Pt1J.>= Pt8J THEN 9615 
LET PC45J=1 
LET Pt46J=Pt47J=Pt48J=PC49J=O 
LET Pt41J~-=O 
IF P2 <= PC9J+PC11J THEN 9619· 
LET Pt46J=1 
IF P2 >= .P[9J THEN 9621 
LET PC47J=1 
IF Pl<= PC8J+PC10J THEN 9623 
LET PC48J=1 
IF P1 >~ PCSJ THEN 9625 
LET PC49J=1 
IF PC42J+PC43J+P[44J+PC45J+Pt46JtPC47J+Pt48J+PC49J>O THEN LET PC1J=P1 
LET Pt2J=F'2 
GOSUB 8020 
LET PC42J=F'J:46J 
LET PC43J==PC47J 
LET f'C44J=PC4BJ 
LET PC45J=PC49J 
RETURN 
•· 
I 
I 
n 
'' 
" 
' . 
i i 
i I 
I il 
4 1' 
963411,·· 
' ,·,. I 
! JI 
I 11 
, I 
I I 
I ,; 
99 
9634 IF P[42J*P[46J+PC43l*PC47JtP[44J*P[4BJ·~PC45l*PC49J)O THEN 967E 
963!5 
9636 
9637 
9638 
9639 
9640 
964:1. 
9642 
9643 
9644 
9645 
9646 
9647 
· 9648 
9649 
9650 
9651 
9652 
9653 
9654 
9655 
9656 
9'657 
9658 
9c!>59 
9660 
9661 
9662 
9663 
9664 
.9665 
9666 
9667 
9668 
9669 
9670 
9671 
9672 
9673 
9674 
9675 
9676 
9677 
9678 
9679 
9680 
9685 
REM-- here if one on, one off screen ••• 
LET PC50J=P1 
LET PC:51 ]::::P2 
IF PC2J <= PC:9JtPC11J THEK 9641 
LET PC1J=PE1Jt(P1-PC1J>*<P[9J+PC11J-PC2J)/(P2-PC:2J) 
LET PC2J=PC9:t+PC11J 
IF PC2J >= PC9:t THEN 9644 
LET PC:1J=PC1J+CP1-PC1J>*<PC9J-P[2J)/CP2-PC2J) 
LET P[2:t=PC:9J 
IF PC1J <= Pt8J+PC10J THEN 9647 
LET PC2J=PC2Jt(P~-PC2J>*<PC8J+PC:10J-PC1J)/(P1-PC1J) 
LET PC1J=Pt8J+Pt10J 
IF PC1J >= PC8J THEN 9650 
LET PC2J=PC2Jt(P2-PC2J>*<PC8J-PC1J)/CP1-PC1J> 
LET f'C1J=PC8J 
IF P2 <= PC9J+PC11J THEN 9653 
LET P1=P1tCPE1J-P1>*<PC9J+PC11J-P2)/CP[2J-P2) 
LET f'2=PC9JtPC11J 
IF P2 >= ~C~J THEN 9656 
LET P1=P1t(PC1J-P1>*<P[9J-P2)/(PC2J-P2) 
LET P2=PC9J 
IF Pl<= PC8J+Pt10J THEN 9659 
LET P2=P2+<Pt2J-P2)*(P[8J+Pt10J-P1)/CPC1J-P1) 
LET P1=Pt8J+PtlOJ - . -
IF Pl>= ·ptEJJ THEN·9662 
LET P2==P2+<P[2J-P2>i<Pt8J-P1)/(P[1J-P1> 
LET P1=PC8J 
IF PC1J <> PC6:t THEN 9664 
IF PC2J=P[7J THEN 9674 
LET Pt42J=P1 
LET PC:4:-SJ=P2 
LET PC44:l==P3 
LET P1:=PC1J 
-LET P2=PC2J 
LET P:1=1. 
GOSLIB 8020 
LET P:J.=PC42J 
LET P2:::;PC43J 
LET P3=PC44J 
GOSUB 8020 
LET PtlJ=PC50J 
LE'.T PC2J=PC51] 
GOTO 9629 
LET PC1J=P1 
LET Pt2J=P2 
GOTO 9629 
END 
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